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Part A – Program and Information
Program of the XX. EuroDefense International Conference
1st December 2014
WORKING GROUPS EURODEFENSE
Venue: The Westin Grand Berlin, Friedrichstraße 158-164, 10117 Berlin

Until 15:00

Arrival, Check-In at the hotel The Westin Grand Berlin,
Registration

15:00

Opening

Welcome

Lutz Feldt,
Vice Admiral (ret.), President EuroDefense (Deutschland)
Jean Guinard,
Secretary General EuroDefense

EURODEFENSE Working Groups (till 18:00)
Working Group 18
“European Defense Equipment Market (EDEM) – European Defense Industrial & Equipment Base (EDITB): Conditions of implementation of the Commissions Instructions” –
Lead by EuroDefense France
Working Group 17
“Cybersecurity” – Lead by EuroDefense United Kingdom
Working Group 19
“Maritime Dimension of CSDP” European Security and Defense: Reflections for the
implementation of a European Maritime Security Strategy” - Lead by EuroDefense
Deutschland
19:00

Get Together Hotel Bar, Ice breaker
hosted by EuroDefense (Deutschland)

2nd December 2014
MEETING in MOD: Germany’s ambitions for an engagement
in the framework of CSDP and NATO
Venue: Federal Ministry of Defense, Stauffenbergstraße 18, 10785 Berlin

08:30
09:00

Departure Hotel Westin Grand to the Federal Ministry of Defense organised
by the Federal Ministry of Defense
Lecture/Briefing/Discussion
Rear Admiral Thorsten Kähler,
Director Security Policy, Federal Ministry of Defense
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10:30

Presentation of the Results of EWG 18, 17, 19
Reception hosted by the Federal Ministry of Defense
(Gästekasino BMVg)
Departure Federal Ministry of Defense to the Vertretung des Landes Schleswig-Holstein organised by the Federal Ministry of Defense

2nd December 2014
CONFERENCE: CSDP: Success & Challenge
Venue: Vertretung des Landes Schleswig-Holstein beim Bund,
In den Ministergärten 8, 10117 Berlin

13:00

Welcome
13:10

Welcome
13:10

Introduction

Lutz Feldt,
Vice Admiral (ret.), President EuroDefense (Deutschland)
Rosemarie Schönegg-Vornehm,
Representation of Land Schleswig-Holstein in Berlin
The political success and challenge for Europe’s military
engagement under the framework of CSDP and NATO
Dr. Christian Ehler, Member of the European Parliament

13:30
PANEL 1

Obstacles to cooperation in the CSDP and with NATO:
The challenge of ground based air defense
Moderation: Professor Dr. Holger Mey,
Head of Advanced Concepts, Airbus Defence & Space

13:30

Lecture 1
Brigadier General Heinz Krieb,
Director Concepts and Capabilities, EU Military Staff

14:55

Lecture 2
Colonel Stefan Drexler, Branch Chief Ground Based Forces, German
Air Force Headquarters

14:15

Lecture 3
James Monroe, Vice President & Country Director, Raytheon
Martin J. Coyne, Director, Business Development Air and Missile Defense Programs, Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control

14:35

Discussion

15:15

Coffee Break

15:45

Key Note
Sir Nick Harvey MP, EuroDefense (UK),
former UK Minister for the Army
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16:00
PANEL 2

Making the best of a good thing:
Implementation of the maritime security strategy
Moderation: Lutz Feldt,
Vice Admiral (ret.), President EuroDefense (Deutschland)

16:00

Lecture 1
Vice Admiral (ret) Patrick Hebrard,
EuroDefense (France), Wise Pens International Limited

16:20

Lecture 2
Rear Admiral Christian Luther,
Headquarters of the German Navy

16:40

Lecture 3
Christian Stuve, Senior Vice President Politics & Associations/Strategy
Marine Systems, ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems
Stephan Peltzer, Key Account Manager and Customer Relation,
Diehl Defence

17:00

Discussion

17:45
FINAL

Dr. Dieter Ose, Vice President EuroDefense (Deutschland)
Closing Remarks

18:00

Dinner hosted by EuroDefense (Deutschland)
Dinner Speech
Introduction: Rolf-Werner Markus,
Vice President EuroDefense (Deutschland)
Helmut Skade, Dipl.-Met.,
Deputy Director Bundeswehr Geoinformation Service
The Impact of Wheather on Security and Defence
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Co-Operation and Support
Organization and conduct of the XX. EuroDefense Conference from 1-3 December 2014
in Berlin would have been impossible without the valuable support and assistance of
the Federal Ministry of Defense, especially by Parliamentary State Secretary Markus
Grübel and his staff as well as the Protocol Division. For this EuroDefense would like
to express its most cordial gratitude on behalf of all its members. Our thankfulness also
reaches out to the ladies and gentlemen of the Representation of the Land of Schleswig-Holstein to the Federal Government, primarily Mrs. Rosemarie Schönegg-Vornehm, in whose residence some of the conference’s activities could take place. A special thanks also to the organizational team of EuroDefense (Germany) headed by Anna
Sturm.
Last, but by no means least the organizers of the conference would like to thank the
German Air Force Association (GAFA) as well as the sponsors from the spheres of
Commerce and Industry, who provided for the realization of the international XX. EuroDefense Conference.

Zusammenarbeit und Unterstützung
Ohne die wertvollen Unterstützungsleistungen und Hilfen durch das Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, hier besonders durch den Parlamentarischen Staatssekretär Markus Grübel und seinem Büro sowie durch das Protokoll, wären Organisation und Durchführung der XX. EuroDefense Conference in Berlin vom 1.-3.
Dezember 2014 nicht möglich gewesen. Dafür bedankt sich EuroDefense im Namen
aller Mitglieder sehr herzlich. Wir danken auch den Damen und Herren aus der Vertretung des Landes Schleswig-Holstein beim Bund, an ihrer Spitze Frau Rosemarie Schönegg-Vornehm, in deren Räumen viele Teile der Veranstaltung stattfinden konnten. Ein spezieller Dank gilt auch dem Organisationsteam von EuroDefense
(Deutschland) unter der Leitung von Frau Anna Sturm.
Last but not least gilt es, der Interessengemeinschaft Deutsche Luftwaffe e.V.
(IDLw) sowie den Sponsoren aus Wirtschaft und Industrie zu danken. Sie haben
die tatsächliche Realisierung der XX. EuroDefense International Conference erst
möglich gemacht.

THE SPONSORS

www.airbusdefenceandspace.com
8
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www.esg.de

www.luerssen.com

www.idlw.de

www.lockheedmartin.com

www.mtu-online.com

www.raytheon.com

www.thyssenkrupp-marinesystems.com
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The following report is a brief historical introduction to the Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP) of the European Union and to EuroDefense.
English translation by Dr. Edwin Micewski, BG (ret.).
The subsequent passage, “CSDP: Success&Challenge” provides a summarizing account of the XX. International Conference of EuroDefense and is primarily directed at
the German-speaking readership, hence only authored in German.
Der nachfolgende Text ist als eine knappe historische Einführung in die Gemeinsame
Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik (GSVP) und in EuroDefense gedacht.
Der sich anschließende Text, „GSVP: Erfolg & Herausforderung“, versteht sich als
zusammenfassender Bericht über die XX. Internationale Konferenz von EuroDefense
und wendet sich in erster Linie an eine deutsche Leserschaft; er wurde demzufolge
nur in deutsch verfasst.

Common Security and Defense Policy
A brief Tour d’Horizon from 1948-2014
The appealing formulation, Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP), has been
used since the Lisbon Summit of the European Union in 2009, when it was laid down
in the Lisbon Treaty. At that time, however, this particular kind of policy had already
been in existence for some ten years; while it was even much older in terms of idea and
content! A retrospective.
Part One
After the end of World War II – the gun smoke had barely vanished, the tears of pain
and sorrow were still damp, the millions of deceased not yet forgotten – responsible European politicians, in order to prevent future fratricidal wars among European nations,
began to materialize the idea of a European “common and joined together” rather than
a European “confrontational and opposed”. The first step carried out was the Brussels
Pact of 1948, signed by France, Great Britain and the three Benelux nations; altogether
five European countries. A year later, in 1949, NATO was founded. Aside from the five
nations of the Brussels Pact, the alliance included Denmark, Italy, Iceland, Norway, Portugal as well as the USA and Canada. At this point in time 12 nations had agreed to focus
on the “common” in terms of defense and had decided to care about their own security
Moreover: While the Brussels Pact (like its predecessor, the Dunkirk Treaty of 1947
between France and Great Britain) was aimed at “jointly” preventing a resurgence of
German militarism, NATO preeminently pitted itself against the aggressive tendencies
of eastern communism. In conjunction with this shift of policy emphasis, the notion of
“common” could no longer be defined merely in European terms, but had to be seen in
a transatlantic context. As a result the Permanent Military Staff of the Brussels Pact was
integrated into NATO.
In the meantime risen to 28 members, NATO has been in existence for 66 years. The
alliance not only overcame the era of the Cold War, but even contributed substantially to
15
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its end. NATO survived political crises as it did prevail over financial troubles. It safeguarded the safety of its members as it abided by its principles and values, while remaining
faithful to its core task of “collective defense”. The strategic shift to Out-of-area missions since the early 1990ies, i.e. in the Balkans and in Afghanistan, prove the fact that
security and defense, both in geographic terms and in terms of policy content, have been
defined much wider as initially outlined in the NATO Treaty of 1949.
Part Two
In 1951 the European Coal and Steel Community was founded by initiative of French
Foreign Minister Robert Schumann, who had taken up an idea of his compatriot Jean
Monnet. This union was a merger of the six European nations France, Germany, Italy
and the Benelux nations with the purpose of a common transnational administration of
their coal and steel business, whereby any national access to these key areas for national
warfare should be made impossible. Besides the transnational and common dimension,
this agreement also covered decisive security aspects. Yet, economic advantages were
obvious as well, not the least because beleaguered and worn out Europe had to be rebuilt
in a common and joint effort. Out of the Coal and Steel Community with its six members
emerged over the following decades, in certain intermediate steps and developmental
phases, the European Union of 2015 with its 28 member states.
Part Three
The foundation of NATO in April 1949 significantly diminished the significance of the
Brussels Pact in its function as a military alliance; simply for the fact that its military
components were at NATO’s disposal. Notwithstanding, the nations of the Brussels Pact
did not lose sight of their original goals.
After a first relevant initiative, the European Defense Union, had failed the five nations
of the Brussels Pact, in conjunction with the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy
founded the Western European Union (WEU) as a quasi European defense community in
the fall of 1954. The WEU wanted to foster the idea that Europe should be defended by
Europeans and should accept responsibility for its own security arrangements. However,
the major military components remained under the control of NATO and could in case
of triggering events only be made available to the WEU by way of rather complicated
regulations. Thus, while militarily of little importance, the WEU became politically quite
active and contributed to the overall development of the European Union. Later on, Portugal, Spain and Greece joined the WEU as a full member while other nations took on an
associated status or a status as partner or observer.
Sometimes the WEU operated in a European context, on other occasions it moved closer
to NATO; quite often, however, the WEU served as a mediator between the Transatlantic Alliance and the European Union. The more the European Union progressed and
developed into policy fields other than mere economics and finances, the more the WEU
got drawn into the slipstream of a Common and United Europe. The Amsterdam Treaty
of 1997 already mentions the WEU as the future component of the European Union’s
security policy, while the Lisbon Treaty of 2009 eventually transfers the remaining fun16
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ctions of the WEU onto the European Union. On June 30, 2011 the WEU was officially
disbanded and is no longer in existence.
In its stead the Common Security and Defense Policy of the European Union has been
developed; a policy widely debated in terms of the EU’s own responsibilities and the
missions of its troops, most of which still “belong” to NATO. Does a United Europe have
to care solely for its own security and defense interests or jointly with its transatlantic
partners? The debate will continue, further proposals and initiatives will be submitted
to the responsible authorities in EU and NATO, in many cases embodied by the same
decision-makers. Within its competence and possibilities EuroDefense partakes in this
process.
Part Four
Why EuroDefense? What is EuroDefense? EuroDefense is a private and independent
initiative, founded in 1994 by a French General and a German Ambassador in Paris, both
of whom intended to foster and support the idea of a common Europe, primarily with
regard to common security and common defense. This intent has remained unchanged.
Changed, however, has the security environment in Europe as well as globally, and the
Europe of the European Union has seen serious alterations as well. EuroDefense has accompanied the process from the WEU to the Common Security and Defense Policy and
supported it by various initiatives and proposals
The members of EuroDefense comprise active-duty or retired politicians, diplomats,
soldiers and scientists, as well as representatives from the business community and the
media. They all are united in their efforts to reach common approaches regarding questions of European security and defense in the context of the transatlantic partnership. In
contrast to official forums and political platforms, the intimate atmosphere of EuroDefense allows for nongovernmental, private, and unconventional debate and discussion.
In pursuit of its goals EuroDefense is conducting conferences, authoring working papers
and memos, and provides expertise for decision makers within the EU by submitting
letters and memoranda. In a Europe of multiple and diverse national interests and ideas,
intellectual dispositions as well as strategic cultures, EuroDefense offers contributions
to facilitate harmonization, the reconciliation of interests, and the finding of workable
compromises.
Currently, EuroDefense is represented in half of the member states of the European Union, therefore in 14 nations: France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Netherlands, United
Kingdom, Portugal, Austria, Luxembourg, Greece, Hungary, Romania, and Czech Republic.
From the activity profile of EuroDefense, the essentially important and publically visible annual “International Conference” and the bi-annually conducted “Conference for
Young Europeans” deserve to be specified. The XX. International Conference was conducted by EuroDefense Germany in Berlin in December2014. The conference headline
of “Common Security and Defense Policy: Success & Challenge” was simultaneously
considered to be agenda and obligation for the work of EuroDefense in the near future.
17
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Gemeinsame Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik
Eine kleine Tour d`Horizon von 1948-2014
Diese schöne Formulierung, nämlich „Gemeinsame Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik“ (GSVP), existiert zwar erst seit 2009 als sie auf dem Gipfeltreffen der Europäischen Union in Lissabon festgeschrieben wurde und Eingang in den „Vertrag von
Lissabon“ fand. Leicht modifiziert gab es dies Politik damals aber bereits seit zehn
Jahren; nach Idee und Inhalt ist sie aber viel, viel älter – ein Rückblick.

Teil 1
Nach dem Ende des II. Weltkrieges – der Pulverdampf war noch kaum verzogen,
die Tränen des Schmerzes und der Trauer noch feucht, die Millionen von Toten noch
nicht vergessen – realisierten verantwortungsvolle europäische Politiker endlich die
Idee eines europäischen „Gemeinsam“ an Stelle eines europäischen „Gegeneinander“, um künftig europäische Bruderkriege zu verhindern. Der erste Schritt erfolgte
mit dem „Brüsseler Pakt“ von 1948, abgeschlossen zwischen Frankreich, Großbritannien und den drei Benelux-Staaten, mithin zwischen fünf europäischen Staaten.
Ein Jahr später dann, 1949, folgte die Gründung der NATO. Ihr gehörten, neben den
fünf Saaten des Brüsseler Paktes, zusätzlich jetzt noch Dänemark, Italien, Island,
Norwegen, Portugal sowie die USA und Kanada an. Nun waren es schon 12 Nationen, die sich auf das „Gemeinsam“ in Fragen der Verteidigung geeinigt hatten und
sich damit auch um ihrer eigenen Sicherheit kümmern wollten.
Noch etwas: Ging es im „Brüsseler Pakt (wie in seinem Vorläufer, dem 1947 zwischen
Frankreich und Großbritannien beschlossenen „Dünkirchner Vertrag“) vordringlich
darum, sich „gemeinsam“ gegen einen Wiederaufstieg des deutschen Militarismus
zu wappnen, so wollte die NATO vornehmlich dem aggressiven Kommunismus östlicher Provenienz Paroli bieten. Mit dieser Schwerpunktverlagerung verbunden war,
dass das „Gemeinsam“ nun nicht mehr rein europäisch definiert werden konnte,
sondern transatlantisch gesehen werden musste und sollte, und dass – zweitens –
der „Ständige Verteidigungsstab“ des Brüsseler Paktes in die NATO aufging.
Mittlerweile auf 28 Mitglieder angewachsen, besteht die NATO nunmehr schon seit
66 Jahren, hat die Ära des Kalten Krieges überwunden, hat gar wesentlich zu ihrem
Ende beigetragen. Sie hat politische Krisen genauso überstanden wie finanzielle
Engpässe, ist ihren Wertekonfigurationen und ihren Kernaufträgen „Gemeinsame
Verteidigung“ und damit die Gewährleistung der Sicherheit ihrer Bündnispartner,
also uns allen, treu geblieben. Dass Sicherheit und Verteidigung mittlerweile viel
weiter (geographisch gesehen) und viel breiter (inhaltlich gesehen) definiert werden
als man seinerzeit meinte, aus dem NATO-Vertrag von 1949 herauslesen zu können,
zeigen u. a. die seit Beginn der 90er Jahre durchgeführten Out-of-Area Einsätze, so
beispielsweise auf dem Balkan oder in Afghanistan.

Teil 2
Im Jahre 1951 wurde auf Initiative des französischen Außenministers Robert Schumann, eine Idee seines französischen Landsmannes Jean Monnet aufgreifend, die
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„Europäische Gemeinschaft für Kohle und Stahl“ (EGKS) gegründet, die sog. Montanunion, ein Zusammenschluss von 6 europäischen Ländern: Frankreich, Deutschland,
Italien und die Benelux-Staaten. Ihr Zweck war – vereinfacht ausgedrückt – eine
„gemeinsame“, übernationale Verwaltung der Kohle- und Stahlindustrie der Mitgliedsländer. Dadurch sollte der nationale Zugriff auf diese Schlüsselbereiche, die
als Grundlage für (nationale) Kriegsführungen unerlässlich war, unmöglich gemacht
werden. Mithin implizierte dieses „Gemeinsame“, „Übernationale“ auch starke sicherheitspolitische Aspekte. Wirtschaftspolitische Vorteile lagen allerdings genauso
auf der Hand, galt es doch, gemeinsam und in Sicherheit das zerschundene Europa
wieder aufzubauen. Aus dieser Montanunion mit 6 Mitgliedern entwickelt sich im
Laufe der Jahrzehnte und über verschiedene Phasen und Zwischenschritte die Europäische Union, heute – 2015 – mit 28 Mitgliedern.

Teil 3
Mit Gründung der NATO im April 1949 wurde der „Brüsseler Pakt“, insbesondere in
seiner Funktion als „Militärbündnis“, zu einem Schattendasein verurteilt. befanden
sich doch seine militärischen Komponenten in der NATO. Dennoch verfolgten die
Staaten des Brüsseler Paktes ihre ursprünglichen Ziele nicht aus den Augen. Ein Ansatz dazu, die Europäische Verteidigungsgemeinschaft, scheiterte im Herbst 1954,
und so gründeten diese Staaten, gemeinsam mit der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
und Italien, die Westeuropäische Union (WEU) als eine gleichsam Europäische Verteidigungsgemeinschaft. Durch sie sollte dem Gedanken, dass Europa auch und gerade durch die Europäer verteidigt werden sollte und seine Verantwortung für die eigene Sicherheit wahrzunehmen habe, wieder neuer Schwung verliehen werden. Die
militärischen Komponenten unterstanden jedoch weiterhin der NATO, wenngleich
sie durch komplizierte Regelungen bei gegebenem Anlass an die WEU übertragen
werden konnten. Militärisch kaum von Bedeutung war die WEU hingegen politisch
sehr aktiv und trug ebenfalls zur Gestaltung der EU bei. Den sieben Staaten von
1954 schlossen sich später noch Portugal, Spanien und Griechenland als weitere
„Vollmitglied“ an sowie etliche Staaten als assoziierte Mitglieder, Mitglieder mit Beobachter- oder Partner-Status.
Mal bewegte sich die WEU mehr europäisch, mal näherte sie sich mehr der NATO
an, mal fungierte sie sich als Mittler zwischen der Nordatlantischen Allianz und der
Europäischen Union. Je mehr sich allerdings die Europäische Union entwickelte und
sich stärker auch in anderen Politikfeldern jenseits von „reiner“ Wirtschafts- und Finanzpolitik aufstellte, desto mehr kam die WEU in den Sog dieses „Gemeinsamen
Europas“. Spätestens seit 1997 (Vertrag von Amsterdam) wurde die WEU bereits als
eine zukünftige Komponente der EU auf sicherheitspolitischem Gebiet bezeichnet.
Durch den Vertrag von Lissabon (2009) wurden schließlich die letzten Funktionen
der WEU auf die EU übertragen. Seit dem 30. Juni 2011 existiert sie offiziell nicht
mehr.
An ihrer Stelle existiert nunmehr und schon seit längerem die Gemeinsame Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik der Europäischen Union – viel wird darüber geredet, über Eigenes, über eigene Verantwortung, Einsätze eigener Truppen, wobei die
meisten Truppen nach wie vor der NATO „gehören“. Muss das Vereinigte Europa
allein oder neben und mit den transatlantischen Partnern aus Übersee für die eigene
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Sicherheit und Verteidigung sorgen, für eigene Interessen einstehen? Die Diskussionen werden weitergehen, weitere Vorschläge und Initiativen werden auf den Tisch
der Verantwortlichen von EU und NATO (vielfach ja die gleichen Entscheidungsträger) kommen, woran sich ja auch EuroDefense beteiligt.

Teil 4
Wieso EuroDefense? Was ist EuroDefense? EuroDefense ist eine private und unabhängige Initiative, die 1994 von einem französischen General und einem deutschen
Botschafter in Paris gegründet wurde. Den Gründungsvätern ging es vornehmlich
darum, den Gedanken des „Gemeinsam“ in Europa zu fördern und zu unterstützen:
Gemeinsame Sicherheit und Gemeinsame Verteidigung. Daran hat sich im Kern bis
heute nichts geändert. Geändert hat sich jedoch das sicherheitspolitische Umfeld
Europas (und weltweit) und auch innerhalb des EU-Europas gab es gravierende
Änderungen. Den Prozess von der WEU zur Gemeinsamen Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik und die aktuellen Entwicklungen hat EuroDefense begleitet und durch
viele Initiativen und Vorschlägen unterstützt.
Ihre Mitglieder sind aktive oder pensionierte Politiker und Diplomaten, Militärs oder
Wissenschaftler, kommen aus der Wirtschaft oder von den Medien. Sie verbindet
das Einstehen und Wirken für ein gemeinsames Handeln in Fragen der Sicherheit
und Verteidigung in und für Europa (eingebettet selbstverständlich auch in der transatlantischen Allianz). Vielfach anders als in offiziellen Foren kann in der privaten
Atmosphäre von EuroDefense auch und eben „privat“, d. h. unkonventionell gedacht,
diskutiert und geschrieben werden. Dazu existieren Foren und Konferenzen, werden
Arbeitspapiere oder Denkschriften verfasst, wird Expertise in Form von Briefen und
Memoranden an die Entscheidungsträger innerhalb der EU übermittelt. In einem Europa mit vielfältigen und unterschiedlichen nationalen Interessen und Vorstellungen,
verschiedenartigen Denkstrukturen und strategischen Kulturen leistet EuroDefense
daher Beiträge und Impulse zur Harmonisierung, zum Interessenausgleich und zur
Kompromissfindung.
Mittlerweile ist EuroDefense in der Hälfte der Mitgliedsländer der EU vertreten, also
in 14 Staaten: Frankreich, Deutschland, Italien, Spanien, Belgien, die Niederlande,
das Vereinigte Königreich, Portugal, Österreich, Luxemburg, Griechenland, Ungarn,
Rumänien und Tschechien. Essenziell und sichtbar nach außen sind im Tätigkeitsprofil von EuroDefense die jährliche „Internationale Konferenz“ sowie die alle zwei
Jahre stattfindende „Konferenz für junge Europäer“ zu nennen.
Die XX. Internationale Konferenz richtete im Dezember 2014 EuroDefense (Deutschland) in Berlin aus. Ihre Überschrift: „GSVP: Erfolg & Herausforderung“ wurde zugleich als Programm und Verpflichtung für die Tätigkeit von EuroDefense in der nahen Zukunft gewertet.
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GSVP: Erfolg & Herausforderung
Bericht über die 20. Internationale Konferenz von EuroDefense
Dr. Dieter Ose
Vizepräsident EuroDefense (Deutschland)
Unter dem Titel: „CSDP: Success & Challenge“ fand Anfang Dezember 2014 in
Berlin die XX. EURODEFENSE International Conference 2014 statt.
Thema der Veranstaltung von EuroDefense war die „Gemeinsame Sicherheits- und
Verteidigungspolitik“ (GSVP/CSDP) der Europäischen Union (EU). Wo stehen wir
heute, wie geht es weiter? Das Ziel von EuroDefense, als private und unabhängige Initiative 1994 gegründet und mittlerweile in 14 Ländern der EU vertreten, ist
es, durch mehr Gemeinsamkeit und Interessenausgleich zur Weiterentwicklung und
Festigung der GSVP beizutragen.
Mit mehr als 100 Konferenzteilnehmern aus halb Europa, unter ihnen ehemalige Verteidigungsminister, Generalstabschefs oder Botschafter sowie Experten aus Politik,
Militär und Wirtschaft, wurden respektable Ergebnisse erzielt, nicht zuletzt, da Aktualität, Praxisnähe und Problembewusstsein die Veranstaltung auszeichneten. So
identifizierte der Parlamentarische Staatssekretär Markus Grübel die „Attraktivitätsinitiative“, also Nachwuchsgewinnung und Personalsituation, sowie die „Neujustierung“ des Rüstungsbereichs einschließlich der Überprüfung von Beschaffungsprogrammen als die derzeit wichtigsten Herausforderungen, zu deren Bewältigung auch
Geld in die Hand genommen werden müsse, viel Geld. Genauso „ungeschminkt“ waren Ausführungen zur Sichtweise und Einschätzung der sicherheitspolitischen Lage
seitens Deutschlands, präsentiert von Flottillenadmiral Thorsten Kähler.
Neben nationalen Betrachtungsweisen – immerhin war EuroDefense Deutschland
dieses Mal ja der Konferenzausrichter und Berlin der Veranstaltungsort – kamen
natürlich auch inter-nationale Gesichtspunkte auf den Tisch.
Sir Nick Harvey, Mitglied des britischen Parlaments und ehemaliger britischer Heeresminister erläuterte in seinem Vortrag die britische Sicht einer europäischen Verteidigung. Stark NATO-orientiert führte er aus, dass z. Z. zwar keine militärische Bedrohung für sein Land erkennbar wäre, aber „nicht-militärische“ Bedrohungen in Zukunft
stärkeren Einfluss auf militärische Fragen haben könnten wie bspw. Klima-Wandel,
globale Epidemien, Cyber-Warfare, Naturkatastrophen oder Terrorismus. Wenn auch
die Zusammenarbeit mit den europäischen Nachbarn unverzichtbar sei, so dürften
doch die nach wie vor weltweiten Interessen des Vereinigten Königreiches, seien sie
strategischer, wirtschaftlicher oder militärischer Natur, nicht aus den Augen verloren
werden.
Dr. Christian Ehler, Mitglied des Europäischen Parlaments (MdEP) und dort u. a.
Erster Vize-Vorsitzender des (Parlaments) Ausschusses für Sicherheit und Verteidigung, befasste sich aus „parlamentarisch-politischer“ Sicht mit der Gemeinsamen
Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik. Ausschlaggebend seien – auf europäischer
Ebene – drei Dimensionen. Die erste ist die „politische Dimension“, d. h. die Ambitionen der EU, eine angemessene Rolle auf der globalen Ebene wahrnehmen zu
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können. Das zweite ist die „operationale Seite“, d. h. dass Europa über die entsprechenden militärischen Kapazitäten verfügen muss, um handlungsfähig zu sein. Die
dritte Dimension schließlich ist die „wirtschaftliche Dimension“ d. h. Arbeitsplätze zu
sichern und Innovation und Wachstum, bezogen auf den Sicherheits- und Verteidigungssektor, zu gewährleisten.
Zwei Panel führten noch einmal exemplarisch nationale wie internationale Sichtweisen zusammen. Im Luftwaffen-Panel: „Obstacles to cooperation in the CSDP and
with NATO: The challenge of ground based air defense” bspw. sprach der „Director
Concepts and Capa-bilities“ im Militärstab der EU, Brigadegeneral Heinz Krieb, vor
allem internationale Aspekte an. Einen höchst aktuellen Praxisbezug stellte der erst
Mitte 2014 aus der Türkei zurückgekehrte Kommandeur der dort zur Luftraumüberwachung stationierten Patriot-Raketen, Oberst i. G. Stefan Drexler, her. Beim Marine-Panel: “Making the best of a good thing: Implementation of the maritime security
strategy” bewertete Konteradmiral Hans-Christian Luther die erst im letzten Juni
durch die EU verabschiedete „European Maritime Security Strategy“ aus „deutscher
Sicht“. Schließlich hob der Berater der EDA (European Defence Agency), Patrick
Herbrard, Mitglied von „Wise Pens“ und französischer Vize Admiral (ret.), wieder
mehr internationale Aspekte hervor. Und betreffen nicht gerade „Air Defence“ und
„Maritime Security“ die Sicherheit der EU als Ganzes, sind eben weitgehend nur als
überstaatliche, sprich europaweite Aufgaben und gemeinsam zu realisieren?
Wenn auch in Präsentationen und Diskussionen immer wieder Sorgen laut wurden
über finanzielle Engpässe in den Verteidigungshaushalten, dem absehbaren Wegbrechen von hochqualifizierten Arbeitsplätzen in der Rüstungsindustrie, über nicht
eingehaltene Versprechungen einzelner Nationen hinsichtlich der Bereitstellung von
Material und Ausrüstung, usw. – also die immerwährende Geschichte von „Gaps“
und „Shortfalls“ – so kann und sollte die GSVP bisher dennoch als eine Erfolgsgeschichte angesehen werden. Dies meinten nicht nur die „Offiziellen“, sprich die
Vortragenden, sondern auch die „Privaten“, sprich die Mitglieder von EuroDefense.
Immerhin fanden im Rahmen der GSVP bisher bereits 26 Missionen und Operationen auf drei Kontinenten statt, in denen mehr als 80.000 Personen eingesetzt waren,
Soldaten genauso wie Zivilpersonen.
Und was waren die tatsächlichen Ergebnisse von Berlin? Was konnte „mitgenommen“ werden, wie es so schön neudeutsch heißt. Die Teilnehmer der 14 Euro-Defense-Assoziationen aus halb Europa wurden „aus erster Hand“ über deutsche wie
auch europäische Positionen und Sichtweisen informiert und die „offizielle“ deutsche
Seite konnte – vice versa – eben durch die internationalen Teilnehmer auch deren
Sichtweisen „aus erster Hand“ erfahren. Ein „Geschäft auf Gegenseitigkeit“ durch
das weitere Schritte in Richtung „Gemeinsam“ gegangen werden können: ein ausgewogenes „Take“ and „Give“ zwischen den „Offiziellen“ (Ministerien, Wissenschaft
oder Wirtschaft) und den „Privaten“ (EuroDefense). Wissen wurde ausgetauscht,
Erfahrungen und Erkenntnisse, Ratschläge sowie Ideen und Konzepte weitergegeben – in Berlin wieder einmal in besonderer Weise.
Denn zusätzlich zu den Vorträgen und Präsentationen erarbeiteten am Rande der
Konferenz insgesamt sechs international besetzte Arbeitsgruppen Papiere zu sicherheitspolitischen Fragestellungen. So befasste sich eine Gruppe bspw. mit „Cybersecurity“. Ein weiteres Team unter Leitung von Vize Admiral a. D. Lutz Feldt,
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Präsident von EuroDefense Deutschland, erarbeitete ein Papier zur Umsetzung der
jüngst herausgegebenen Marinestrategie der EU: „Reflections for the implementation of an European Maritime Security Strategy.“ Diese höchst aktuelle Arbeit wie auch
die anderen Papiere, in die natürlich auch die Erkenntnisse der Berliner Konferenz
eingeflossen sind, werden den verantwortlichen Spitzen der Europäischen Union wie
auch den entsprechenden nationalen Repräsentanten zugeleitet. Mit anderen Worten: Ideen, Vorschläge, Hinweise und Gedanken von Experten aus den 14 Ländern
von EuroDefense gehen (zurück) an die EU: nunmehr ein „Give“ and „Take“.
Zum Abschluss der Konferenz in Berlin wurde, im Rahmen der Präsidentenrunde,
ein Schreiben verabschiedet, das vom „Acting President“, Admiral Lutz Feldt, gezeichnet und an Jean-Claude Juncker gesandt wurde. EuroDefense bietet dem neuen Kommissionspräsidenten u. a. Mitwirkung und Sachverstand an (to promote and
contribute to the setting up of credible and effective European Defence), und weist
darüber hinaus – u. a. auch mit Blick auf der Instabilität in Südosteuropa – auf die
Notwendigkeit hin, nunmehr die Gemeinsame Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik
weiter auszuformen und ihre Konturen zu schärfen (EURODEFENSE believes that
now is a critical time for common initiatives in European defence).
Nicht nur in den Augen der Gäste, auch in der Einschätzung von EuroDefence war
die XX. Internationale Konferenz eine wertvolle und weiterführende Tagung zu GSVP.
Aufbauend auf dem Erreichten wurden Erkenntnisse vertieft und neu Gewonnenes
hinzugefügt – für die künftigen Herausforderungen, eben Success & Challenge.
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Part B – Lectures and Presentations
Development of the Common Security and Defence Policy
(CSDP)
Dr. Christian Ehler
Member of the European Parliament
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Thank you Admiral Feldt for the kind welcoming words. I would also like to welcome
you to today’s „EuroDefense“ Conference.
Prof Mey asked me to contribute to today’s debate and to especifically focus on the development of the Common Security and Defence Policy – the CSDP.
Especially in my capacity as 1st Vice-Chairman of the SC Security and Defence of the
European Parliament I am happy to do so. Let me start with these preliminaries:
Security and defence on European Level has three dimensions. The first is the political
dimension: fulfilling Europe’s ambitions on the world stage.
The second is the operational side: ensuring that Europe has the right military capabilities to be able to act.
And the third is the economic dimension: the jobs, innovation and growth linked to the
security as well as then defence sector.
I would like to focus on all three dimensions today.
At first glance the CSDP is a success story: since the concept was launched during the
Cologne European Council in of June 1999, various political bodies and structures,
such as the civil military structures within the EEAS and the European Defence Agency
(EDA), have been established to shape the decision-making process and to implement
the ambitious goals set by the Member States.
The first civilian and military missions were launched in 2003. More than a decade ago
they were first deployed to the successing nations of former Yugoslavia. You will certainly remember the intense debates in the Bundestag. In 2014 we initiated missions to
Ukraine and to Africa (2nd mission to Mali, one to CAR).
To date, the EU has launched around 26 missions and operations on three continents.
Altogether forces of more than 80.000 service-men and -women have been deployed.
Amongst them were policemen, soldiers, law-enforcement experts and medical staff.
The missions covered a wide range of tasks from ensuring maritime security along the
Somalian coast, to monitoring peace agreements, to training and advising armed Forces
in Mali to fight terrorism and organised crime in Niger.
The CSDP is constantly evolving: While the Nice Treaty, which governed European
decision making until November 2009, dealt with security as an intergovernmental and
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„outside of the Communities’ competencies“ issue the Lisbon Treaty, effective for almost 5 years by now, gives a more complete picture of „security and defence“.
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
But having a closer look at the political dimension or better: the implementation – the
success story reveals certain aspects of necessities for subsequent improvement.
With the Lisbon Treaty entering into force we have been provided with a new legal setting that provides us with the opportunity to influence the future design of civil-military
cooperation.
We have a number of tools and mechanisms already in place to better coordinate the EUs
civil-military missions but a comprehensive strategy is still lacking.
Although Member States continuously made pledges that fulfil end even exceed established targets, most of these declared capabilities remain available only on paper.
What I have learned in the past few years being Member and now First Vice Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Security and Defence is that when it comes to military and civilian
missions commitments and numbers were not a problem for Member States, but capabilities – in particular the readiness of capabilities – are.
The European Parliament therefore decided to draft an initiative report to address the
gaps, identify the main challenges for EU civil-military cooperation – I happened to be
the rapporteur on that dossier in 2010.
The initiative report urges the Member States to respect their commitments and create
truly operative civilian rosters of judges, policemen, engineers and other experts, highlights the lack of personnel in CSDP missions and focuses on the need to strengthen
capabilities such as planning and operation capabilities, equipment, procedures, training,
and ICT.
Unfortunately 4 years down the line the gap between promised and actually implemented
support by Member States for EU missions is still obvious.
Most of the declared capabilities still remain available only on paper – which has bitter
consequences for the operational dimension of the CSDP:
It is well known that even existing civilian missions suffer from constant shortfall of
several hundred staff members.
The coordination of civil-military activities requires permanent structures within the
Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) that are still non-existent.
Besides lacks of personal, fragmentation of responsibilities and resources, transportation
problems and financing difficulties, the main challenge for joint civil-military-missions
remains interoperability. Joint forces require joint command centres and common standards of operation on the tactical and operational levels to enable the forces to succeed in
favour of the mutually agreed upon strategic aims of each mission.
And the list goes on and on … due to time constraints I will stop here.
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
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It is about time that we recognize that improving the CSDP is not only about ambitious
new goals and developing new strategic approaches: The devil is in the detail! Implementation is key!
Let me give you an example: Currently I am the SEDE/ AFET rapporteur on a report on
the financing of CSDP missions, the procurement procedures in particular.
In a nutshell, the problem consists in the fact that CSDP missions by definition operate
in crisis or post-crisis environments and within a limited period of time. General EU
procurement rules are not adapted to these situations and their application is one of the
key sources of significant delays and inefficiencies.
Applying existing financial rules, designed for a functioning European internal market
rather than for crisis situations in countries like Mali or South Sudan, often means that
essential materials are delivered more than six months after a tender is launched. Imagine
this just as to the immediate requirement of certain equipment such as weather-proof ICT
necessary for a Training Mission in Africa. It is sad that many law enforcement personnel
uses own smartphones when on duty in our cities. But is is even more unacceptable for
European Police Training staff on missions abroad.
Today’s warfare requires immediate control of the airspace of the area of operation. You
cannot bridge gaps in air defence capabilities for half a year by relying on personal binoculars of your police officers, soldiers, or civilian staff.
The EU’s credibility on the international scene is at stake here, in moments when the
Union takes on important commitments for peace and security. It is often also the security of its personnel which is at stake, lacking essential equipment such as armoured
vehicles.
This dangerous inefficiency is very well-known and has been denounced by the Court of
Auditors amongst others but has not been properly addressed yet. Hopefully my legislative report will change this drawback.
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Coming back to my initial statement, I would like to use the last few minutes to explore
the innovation and growth dimension of security and defence policies: the Security market is the global growth market.
First of all, even if threats may have changed – the citizen’s need and claim for security,
has not and will not change.
Secondly, security and safety technologies provide solutions for many sectors, including
f.ex. transport, civil protection, energy, environment, health, financial systems and cyber
space.
A US-american study predicts a global market volume for Homeland Security and Homeland defense of 170 billion US $.
Regarding the German market the German Ministry of Economics forecasts a volume of
sales of approximately 31 billion EUR for 2015.
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The market for security technologies is definitely a market on the upswing. But only
through research innovative solutions and more importantly feasible solutions can be
developed and implemented.
Therefore, the link between industry and research activities has been an integral part of
the security research program from the very beginning - first in the FP7 and now in the
Horizon 2020.
Being the rapporteur on the Horizon 2020 Programme I would like to promote the new
tools provided under the latest Security Research Programme “Secure Societies”:
The provisions on the common security and defence policy in the Lisbon Treaty have
moved within the reach of EU-research. Consequently we have introduced a new mission specifically to support the EU’s external security policies within the framework of the
security Research programme.
Before this initiative of the European Parliament Europe’s external politics remained
largely unsupported by credible research and industrial capabilities.
But due to the fact that the EU military and civilian personnel will increasingly be operating side by side and since they are to a large extent exposed to the same threats I am
convinced that we should look further into developing dual-use capabilities for CSDP
civilian missions and military operations.
The new mission within the framework of Horizon 2020 provides excellent opportunities
to develop these much needed civ-mil capabilities.
Dual use instead of duplication!
Thank you very much for your attention!
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The Challenges of Ground Based Air Defense
Heinz Krieb
Brigadier General
Director Concepts and Capabilities, EU Military Staff

Obstacles to cooperation in the CSDP and

with NATO
The challenges of ground based air defence

Brigadier General Heinz KRIEB
Director
Concepts and Capabilities Directorate
European Union Military Staff
European External Action Service 1
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Orientation: institutions of the EU
European Parliament

European Commission

European Council

European External Action Service (EEAS)
3

European External Action Service (EEAS)
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5
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Commission

Council

~ 3.500

~ 33.000
~ 25.000 BXL

Parliament

EEAS

~ 6.000
EUMS ~ 200

~ 3.400 *
* Including ~ 1.900 deployed to 139 EU Delegations worldwide*
7

Comparison

EU Military Staff

184 Soldiers

NATO IMS
~ 500 employees

Burger King Germany

~ 24.000 employees

8
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Role of EUMS


In-house military expertise
for High Representative (HR)



Tasking from EU Military

Committee (EUMC)

9

EUMS Tasks
Military Planning


Early warning



Situational Assessment

 Strategic Planning
Support EUMC


Implement policies & decisions directed by the EUMC

Concept & Capability Development


In close coordination with EDA and NATO

Support CPCC in planning and conduct of Civilian Missions
Augment EU OPSCEN upon activation
10
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European Security Strategy (ESS) 2003/2008
 Terrorism


Proliferation of Weapons
of Mass Destruction

 Regional Conflicts


State Failure



Organized Crime

+ Energy Security
+ Climate Change
12

EU's illustrative scenarios
The EU has identified five illustrative scenarios where it may consider
using military means to address a crisis:

13
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Dimensions of Ground Based Air Defence
National
sovereignty

Homeland
defence

NATO - EU

Air
surveillance

Missile
defence

International
operations

Air defence

Political
acceptance

Capabilities
Defensive
character

Complementarity

14

14

Ground Based Air Defence (GBAD)


National sovereignty



Homeland defence

 Contribution to
o Air Surveillance
o Air Policing
o Coast Guard

o Home Guard

15
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Ground Based Air Defence (GBAD)


International operations



Spectrum of capabilities

 Complementary to
Battle Management
Command and Control

Systems


Defensive character



High political and public

acceptance
16

Limitations: European Union has/had no…

17
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EU GBAD capabilities: Complementarity to NATO
European Union Capability Codes and

Statements (EU CCS 2012):
Since 2012 the EU uses codes and
Statements (e.g. Ground Based Air Defence
and Ballistic Missile Defence) which are

common with NATO codes.
Aim: To provide a common language that

will meet current and future needs of both
EU and NATO capability planning
processes,
18

The historical fear of "the threat from above…"

19
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Ground Based Air & Missile Defense – Facts & Challenges
Stefan Drexler
Colonel (GS)
Branch Chief, German Air Force Headquaters

Ground Based Air & Missile Defense
in the Bundeswehr
- Facts & Challenges Colonel Stefan Drexler
Branch Head
Ground Based Forces (GABD, AirC2, NAEW, FP)

Headquarters of the German Air Force

1

55 Years NATO Integrated Air (& Missile) Defence

NIKE Hercules

NIKE Ajax
HAWK

Headquarters of the German Air Force
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Missile Defense is a main pillar of the
DEU Air Force´s future development

NATO

... decided to develop a Missile Defense Capability to protect all NATO
European populations, territory and forces, and invited Russia to cooperate ...

MOD

... based on risks and threats provide a adequate spectrum of
conventional and nuclear capabilities incl. Missile Defense ...

COS AF

Missile
Defense

Space

Strategic
Tasks

Our MISSION...

Air-Ground
Integration

UAS

…Air & Missile Defense

Reach Deployment Capability
Deploy to Mission Area
Reach & Maintain Mission Readiness
Headquarters of the German Air Force

3

The new GBAD Force Posture - broader
mission spectrum with less weapon systems
Soldiers

22.925

Civilians

3.975

XXX
Air Ops Center
JFAC HQ

XXXX

HQ
GAF

XXX
GAF
OpsCOM

OPC

Air

Ground

III
DDO/DtA
EATC

3x

TaktLwG
33

DDO/DtA
AGS

Log/Nu

III

TaktLwG
EF

III

DDO/DtA
NAEW&E3-A

XXX
GAF
SupCOM

2x
III
SAM Wing

TaktLwG
51 „I“

III
LTG 62

II

III

LwUstgGrp

HSG

III
ObjS/
EinsUstg
RgtLw

III

WaSys
UstgZ

OSLw

DDO/DtA
NPC

USLw

GenArztLw

III
FlMedInst

III

II

III

III

DDO/DtA
NATO/EU

III

EinsFüBer

2x

MGO

TAusbZLw

LwAusbBtl/
EinsAusbZLw

AFSBw

II
LwUstgGrp

III
FüUstgBer
Lw

III

National Air Ops
NFS JFAC HQ

ZentrEK
FlgWaSys

FlBschft
BMVg

AusbZ
ITA

FlgAusbZLw
USA

III

Headquarters of the German Air Force

Force Provider
incl. Training
and
Development

Logisitic Forces and Tasks
General Training

4
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DEU PATRIOT fire units are in line with current
developments

 14 AN/MPQ-65 with 8 LS each
 Missile inventory includes
 PAC-3
 MIM-104 B/C/D

Headquarters of the German Air Force

5

The core for the holistic DEU Air Defense
approach is integration.

 Protect vs TBM
 Protect vs CM
 Protect vs ABT

Headquarters of the German Air Force
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MANTIS protects stationary important assets
against a multitude of threats

 2 (+2) MANTIS Systems
 each system
 1 TOC
 2 sensor units
 6 guns 35 mm

Headquarters of the German Air Force

7

OZELOT highly valuable for early entry
operations and troops on the battlefield
 early entry missions
 dynamic land ops
 Stinger missile
 tracked platform
 3 Sensor Vehicles
 6 Launchers

Headquarters of the German Air Force

8
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Our vision is the integration of all sensors and
Luftverteidigungsverbund
2020
effectors into
an open AMDC architecture

IRIS-T
SL
MANTIS
OZELOT

LVVbd 2020
SAMOC
(FO)

SWEF

MEADS
TOC
(EO)

BMC4I
AMDC 2020

PAC 3
LCHR

MFCR

MBR

Allied
Weapons

Headquarters of the German Air Force

Next Generation DEU GBAD

Ageing PATRIOT fleet (comms, vehicles..)
•

Operational use approx. 2025
•

Capability Gap

•

•

•

360°
•

limited TBMD
•

protected vehicles (Mine protected etc.)
•

open & modular system-architecture

Tri-national MEADS program stopped

Headquarters of the German Air Force
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DEU supports TUR to protect the country from
missiles fired in the civil war in Syria

Mission KAHRMANMARAS
 Protect vs TBM with 2 Units
 C² by AIR COMMAND RAMSTEIN
 Up to 400 Soldiers
 Till 31. Januar 2015

Headquarters of the German Air Force

11

Multinational Employment

KAHRAMANMARAŞ

Luftumschlag

GAZIANTEP
ADANA

Inçirlik AFB

Headquarters of the German Air Force
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Lessons Learned ACTIVE FENCE
 Static Mission Scenario (vs. dynamic/mobile
operations)
 High readiness over long time at low intensity
 resources (pers/mat)
 24/7 ops Radar and Generators

 Lessons Identified (learned?) for capability
development

and planning
 Consequences for Tactics, Techniques &
Procedures

 AF TUR as blue print and catalyst for future
European Missile Defence capabilities.

Headquarters of the German Air Force

1

Key messages
 DEU Ground Based Air Defense mission is highly
capable and relevant in Alliance´s operational

planning and mission execution
 DEU Ground Based Air Defense is geared to the future
 Operation ACTIVE FENCE TURKEY underlines the
crying need for a capability to defend against Ballistic
Missiles in the lower tier
 to defend DEU territory and population and our allies

and partners
 to protect our troops deployed

Headquarters of the German Air Force
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Thank you for your attention

Headquarters of the German Air Force
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Missile Defense Cooperation
James E. Monroe
Vice President
Raytheon International, Inc.

Missile Defense
Cooperation
James Monroe
Vice President
Raytheon International
Dec, 2014

Non-technical per ITAR 120.10(5)

Copyright © 2009 Raytheon Company. All rights reserved.
Customer Success Is Our Mission is a registered trademark of Raytheon Company.

Persistent and Evolving Threats
TOP TIER

2ND TIER

ASYMMETRIC

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL: HIGH

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL: MEDIUM

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL: LOW

 Developing high-tech
weapons

TREND

– Higher speeds and altitudes
– Advanced countermeasures

 Emphasis on volume/
quantities
 Large raid strategies

TREND

 Terrorist organizations
proliferating
TREND
 Use low-tech, cheap weapons
Cruise
Missiles
Black Market
Missiles

+

COTS
GPS

Inexpensive UAVs
– ICBMs
– TBMs
– Ballistic missile
submarines
– Stealth fighters
– Attack
submarines

Rockets

Next-generation capabilities must be balanced to
defeat the evolving threats
UNCLASSIFIED –

46

Non-Technical as

defined under ITAR 120.10

5/6/2015

2

Increasing Threats
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NATO’s
Challenge

Declining Budgets
DEFENSE SPENDING AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP

Non-technical per ITAR 120.10(5)

Training

Air & Missile Defense :
Is a Lot More Than Just Hardware

5/6/2015

UNCLASSIFIED – Non-Technical as defined under ITAR 120.10

4

Page 4
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Air & Missile Defense:
Optimal Characteristics


1

Upper tier
– Long-range sensing and high performance
interceptors

– Extended battlespace and decision time
– Multiple shots
1
2

2

 Lower tier
– Battlespace expanded with cueing

 Outer layer
3

4

3

4

– Requires distributed, netted and/or
elevated sensing
– Defeats standoff, low altitude, and
saturation raids
– Mandates advanced engagement
strategies
– Requires positive ID

 Inner tier
– Dedicated protection of high value assets

Principles: mix, mass, mobility and integration
UNCLASSIFIED – Non-Technical as defined under ITAR 120.0
Page 5

Layered and Tiered Engagement
SIGINT
EKV

IMINT
Boost
Track

SM-3 IIA
SM-3 IB
SM-3 IA

Atmosphere

GMD

Aegis

THAAD

Patriot

ANTPY-2

Command, Control, Battle Management, Communications

Territorial
Defense

Missile Defense Systems

SRBM

MRBM

IRBM

Threats

Theater Defense
UNCLASSIFIED – Non-Technical as defined under ITAR 120.10

48

ICBM

300–1,000 km 1,000–3,000 km 3,000–5,500 km >5,500 km
(39 min.)
(9-19 min.)
(19-26 min)
(>26 min)

5/6/2015
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Air & Missile Defense has come a long way
Recent accomplishments (just from our perspective)
Feb SM-3 MRBM Intercept
(remote cue)
March SM-3 DBDL
to APAR Test
May SM-3 Complex Target Intercept

March
5th Patriot
Partner
Implements
Digitized
Patriot

Oct: SM-3 IIA
passes CDR

June / July
13th Country joins
Patriot community
US Implements Rest
of Patriot Digitization
for 60 fire units
Poland down selects
Patriot and SAM-P/T

2013

2014
May: Aegis Ashore First Launch

Oct AMDR Awarded
Sept SM-3 Dual
Launch Intercept
against MRBM
Sept SM-3 MRBM
Intercept

April: First SM-3 IB Deployed
March: 9th TPY2 Delivered

Oct SM-3 MRBM Intercept, SM-3
IB operational test complete

Non-technical per ITAR 120.10(5)

As threats
develop the
architecture
requires more
capability &
robustness
• In Lower tier systems
• In Long range sensors
• In Upper tier interceptors
Non-technical per ITAR 120.10(5)
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Transatlantic
Partnership
Expand operational, logistical &
industrial
cooperation
Make it European

& Transatlantic !

Cleverly combine existing system & new technologies
Combine European & U.S. systems & elements
Avoid duplicating investments

Needed now more than ever
Non-technical per ITAR 120.10(5)

Growing partnerships while fielding real IAMD capability

We all know how to do this and can build upon strong
base of transatlantic cooperative successes

Non-technical per ITAR 120.10(5)
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Where Are We Headed?
IMPROVED MISSION PERFORMANCE
I M P R O V E D E X E C U T I O N O F J O I N T & C O M B I N E D O P E R AT I O N S
I M P R O V E D O P E R AT I O N A L E F F I C I E N C Y
 Layered IAMD
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

 Networked IAMD

Maximizes battlespace
Extended timelines (engagement decisions)
Engagements over unpopulated areas
Negates threats at maximum distance
Enables weapon system cueing
Identifies threats earlier
Upper Tier
Multiple shot opportunities

– Integrated battlespace across air, land, sea and
space
– Optimized interoperability among allies
– Correlated Operating Picture (COP)
– Consequence management
– Combined/Joint operations

Elevated Sensor
Tactical Data Link

Lower Tier

Air Coalition
Partners

Indigenous
MRAD & SHORAD

Naval AMD

Next
Generation
Patriot
AOC / ADOC
Early Warning Radar

Optimized and balanced IAMD capability
UNCLASSIFIED – Non-Technical as defined under ITAR 120.10

Raytheon’s Patriot Evolution:

Config 3+ to Next Generation Patriot
 Evolution to Nextgeneration Patriot

Radar

ICC

Solid-state
Array Radar

ECS

TCS

360° Solid-state
Array Radar

Common C2
(GBIAMD)

BCP

Adjunct Interceptors

GEM-T

PAC-3

PAC-3 MSE

GEM-T

 Maintains world
leading, combatproven, state-of-the-art
air and missile
defense capability
 Anticipates the future
battlefield and desire
for efficient and
economical operations
 Networked, open
architecture, 360°
sensing, missile mix
 Provides partners with
co-development, coproduction and export
opportunities

PAC-3
PAC-3 MSE

UNCLASSIFIED – Non-Technical as defined under ITAR 120.10

5/6/2015
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SM-3 integration on Frigates

Ballistic Missile Tracking

 NATO’s most advanced air defense frigates
(European ships, sensors & C3)

 Launchers compatible with SM-3 missile
 Fire control enabled by X-Band Data Link

CMS/CDS

SMART-L

APAR

X-Band
Link

 Dutch/U.S. study completed in 2009 validated
feasibility of SM-3 integration
–

“With good operational performance against stressing
ballistic missile threats”

 This solution is the least expensive engagement
system option

MIC

Mk 41
VLS

SM-3
Block IB

–

Ship upgrades & integration for < €70M per ship

–

Further savings from shared implementation

–

Potential for NATO missile pooling

 Ships retain full multi-role capability

UNCLASSIFIED – Non-Technical as defined under ITAR 120.10

5/6/2015
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THANK YOU !
James Monroe
Vice President
Raytheon International
Dec, 2014

Non-technical per ITAR 120.10(5)
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A British View – Key Note
Sir Nick Harvey
Member of Parliament (UK)
Introduction
It is a great honour and pleasure to address this august gathering today, and to offer a
British perspective on developments in European Defence. I do so at a febrile moment in
British politics, with our election just five months away, with our electorate more volatile
than ever before, and with the outcome more difficult to read than any election for many
decades.
But what I can say with absolute certainty is that whatever colour or stripe of government
emerges next May, it will have to continue to grappling painfully with our unsustainably
large deficit in public finances. And as part of that challenge, it will have to conduct a
Strategic Defence and Security Review next summer – as all our political parties have
committed to follow the practice agreed in 2010.
The idea of committing incoming governments to post-election Reviews is to encourage
parties to use the pre-election period to educate the British public about our underlying
national interests, and about the values that British foreign policy should seek to protect
and promote.
So far that hope has failed. The popular debate on Britain’s place in the world, our friends, partners and enemies, has hardly moved forward in the 25 years since the end of
the cold war, although the global economy, and the threats to regional and global order,
have been transformed.
Promotion of our national values has become subordinated to the absurd defence of UK
sovereignty against embarrassing rulings from international courts. Populist nationalism
and the right-wing media still promote a nostalgic myth of Anglo-Saxon identity, threatened by a hostile continent.
Foolish promises of an early referendum on UK membership of the EU have pushed out
wider and longer-term issues. The promise of a referendum is no substitute for a foreign
policy.
Threats and opportunities
The most striking aspect of our 2010 Defence Review was the emphasis it placed on
non-military threats: global epidemics, cyber warfare, terrorism, natural disasters, organised crime, the spill over from failing states, and civil conflict in terms of surges of
refugees and the rise of radical movements.
Five years later, these threats are far more evident. There are NO direct military threats
to the UK. But indirect threats, shared with our neighbours and other open societies,
continue to proliferate. Most of us would add – as the European Security Strategy does
– climate change and energy security to the list of long-term threats facing Britain, its
allies and neighbours.
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So, protecting our security now demands resources far wider than those traditionally assigned to defence: police and intelligence capabilities, energy conservation, biomedical
research, capacity to assist in international emergencies, conflict prevention, state-building, and supporting social and economic development in other states.
Above all, it requires cooperation with other states: those who share our values and our
commitment to an open and peaceful international order. We do not face international
challenges alone; so it makes no sense for anyone to talk as if we can meet them on our
own.
Security and prosperity go together. The global shift of economic and financial power
means that the UK is now building economic links with the Gulf States, with India and
with China.
But it’s important to place this shift in context. We have doubled our exports to China
over the past 5 years; they now amount to almost 3 % of the total, our 10th largest
market. India has risen to be our 15th largest market, with 2 % of the total, just ahead
of Canada and Australia. Our most important foreign market, the world’s largest single
market, remains the European Union, taking around half of our exports in 2013.
Partnership or parochialism: what is Britain’s place in the world?
The choices the next British government will face about defence policy are as much
about the UK’s sense of its place in the world – and our appetite for fulfilling our international responsibilities – as they are about the threats we face.
UK armed forces have suffered severe cuts over the last decade. But it is not clear that
the expectations of our public, media – or indeed politicians – have kept pace. The public
will expect and sometimes demand that the armed forces intervene overseas if British
citizens overseas (of whom there are 5.5 million) are at risk.
A scenario could all too realistically occur where a government feels it must send UK
forces into action, even when available forces are not adequate to the task.
In short, UK ambition significantly outstrips the resources being made available; or put
another way, the UK’s sense of its place in the world may need to be scaled back to reflect more realistically the resources at our disposal.
Working with allies
So we have to work with partners who share our interests and values. That requires a
broader rethinking of the UK’s international place in the world, as the starting point for
shaping and scaling our future defence.
Of course NATO remains a key military partnership for as far into the future as I can see,
but equally we must take heed of America’s “rebalancing” of effort towards its Pacific
seaboard and away from the Atlantic. The countries of Europe simply cannot depend
on the US to guarantee our collective security in the next 50 years to the same extent
as we have for the last 50 years. Europe must do more, and the data prepared for this
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conference by our French colleagues shows only too clearly that the European effort by
comparison to the Americans’ is pathetic.
Progress will come about predominantly through bilateral and multilateral working and
not through the EU, which necessarily proceeds at the speed of the slowest, and can
only resolve a common defence policy when pursuing a common foreign policy – and
that requires unanimity. When unanimity is achieved, the EU has proved its mettle – as
in Bosnia, North Africa, Somalia and the counter-piracy work off the Somali coast. We
should be proud of what has been achieved under the EU flag.
My impression is that industry is well ahead of governments in rising to the challenge
of European defence co-operation, though I applaud our developing partnership with
the French forces. I am sure I am not alone in lamenting the failure of the Airbus-BAE
merger, which I strongly believe could have been a great success and have built a huge
and credible European player in the global market.
European tax payers need to see far greater value for money; and closer co-operation
in defence research & development, in procurement, and in common specifications can
achieve that without unacceptable loss of national sovereignty or independence.
Another of the papers to this conference observes that across Europe and its shrinking
defence budgets we have 25 types of frigate while the US Navy has only 3; 13 different
types of guns for naval artillery; 9 types of submarines, built in 8 different dockyards. We
must be ambitious but we must also be realistic.
As that paper said, as a global common our oceans are – and will continue to be – the
bedrock of the politico-economic system. So maritime co-operation is a no-brainer. But
in the air too, we saw in Libya how dependent we were on the US for surveillance and
for air-to-air refuelling. So co-operation in the air is also crucial. I echo the calls for a
European fleet of tankers but also a possible European Command for Maritime Patrol
Aircraft. We heard earlier about joint work in ground-based air defences and in missile
defence. We patrol Europe’s civilian airspace together, so why not its military airspace?
Practical considerations
Where unanimity can be achieved we must work through the EU’s CSDP. But in many
other cases bilateral partnerships – and small clusters of member states – will be most
effective: Franco-British, Benelux and Nordic partnerships are cases in point. Such deals
can be structured across industrial development, building capabilities and preparing for
operations.
Sovereignty and autonomy need not always be a barrier. And the further back from the
front line you are, the less of an issue it is. In industry, in training, in sharing facilities,
the aim should be to maximise compatibility. Our emerging Franco-British partnership
aims to maximise our scale of operational capability, and through that to maximise our
influence on the international stage. This is the objective of our Combined Joint Expeditionary Force and our plan to co-ordinate carrier groups.
But above all else the goal should be to align strategic culture more closely. Britain
and France are aligning our capabilities for high intensity expeditionary operations. The
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Dutch and Belgian navies are closely aligned to work together. And yet this morning
the German Foreign Ministry (unlike the Ministry of Defence) depicted military effort
simply as the ‘last resort’. Others have more appetite.
In my spare time I am an avid football enthusiast. And in football it is not the best way
to defend your goal to put all your eleven players on your own goal line. To keep danger
away from your goal, some of your players must show more spirit of adventure and head
up-field to take the battle into your opponents’ half and keep the ball at that end of the
pitch.
And, for as far into the future as I can see, it will no more be acceptable to try and stop
those European states who have the appetite for adventure from undertaking it, than it
will be to try and force those who don’t wish it, to participate.
Sheer complexity can be a barrier to alignment; bringing two forces together can be
difficult – let alone 28! Having compatible equipment can be a game-changer, and compatible training too.
But in lower-tech areas, small isn’t always beautiful: European Air Transport Command
is a success and the UK should join up. France can withdraw assets if needed, and so
could we.
Maintaining a Liberal international order
We have lived through several decades in which the structures of international order
grew stronger, under Western leadership: promoting an open world economy, widening
networks of international law and regulation, negotiating and working to implement higher standards of human rights.
But we are now facing active challenges to the liberal order which we have enjoyed
through most of our lifetimes. The United States is losing the capacity to provide global
leadership, suffering from deeply fractured politics. Putin’s Russia rejects Western-formulated rules for state behaviour. China pursues mercantile policies, and seeks to re-establish its historical regional dominance. Disorder across the Middle East and Africa is
more likely to grow than to diminish.
We now face an illiberal world, in which the majority of state regimes do not share our
values, and we will have to work closely with the partners we can find to maintain and
reinforce the institutions which support global order.
I was struck to learn that an analysis of UN voting showed that between 1992 and 2008
the UK and France had voted together in the UN General Assembly on 95 % of resolutions, whereas the US had voted together with the UK only 65 % of the time – slightly
more than China, but less than Russia. The US and the UK, as this suggests, have different priorities and interests, even though we share underlying values. We share the widest
range of interests and values with our neighbours in Europe.
Status, sovereignty and security
In 1961, the year I was born, British Prime Minister Harold MacMillan published a
pamphlet on Britain’s decision to join the European Economic Community. Calling it
‘perhaps the most fateful and forward-looking policy decision in our peacetime history’,
he reminded his sceptics that ‘we in Britain are Europeans’ and that ‘practically every
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nation, including our own, has already been forced by the pressures of the modern world
to abandon large areas of sovereignty and to realise that we are now all inter-dependent.’
If only his successors had been equally courageous in spelling out the realities of Britain’s position to their parties and their public.
Conclusion
Which – in conclusion – brings me back, inevitably, to the question of money. If British
ministers in the 2010 Defence Review thought we were making painfully ghastly decisions – and we did – these may be but nothing compared to those which will have to be
made over the next ten years or so.
Between roughly 2017-30, I can see a grim battle between a wide range of vast defence
projects competing for very limited funds: the new aircraft carriers need Joint Strike
Fighter planes; our new class of frigate is to be built; the British Army’s equipment
crisis must be resolved; a new generation of remotely piloted aircraft, new amphibious
shipping, more helicopters, and new generation of enhanced satellite, ISTAR and cyber
security assets are all needed.
All of this will be made even more difficult if our prevailing orthodoxy on the nuclear
question remains unchallenged, and a huge procurement goes ahead to replace our deterrent on the same scale we calibrated at the height of the cold war, and we continue to
patrol the high seas 24/7 at full alert despite our own security assessment concluding that
we currently have no nuclear adversary.
Motivations for full-scale renewal of the UK nuclear deterrent force have mixed sober
assessment of the Soviet nuclear threat – long since gone – with sentiments about Britain’s status as a great power, concerns about standing in Washington, and rivalry with
the French.
If we continue to aspire to a global role; if we want to protect our global interests in
commerce, culture, science, education, development aid and many other areas; if we take
seriously our responsibilities as a permanent member of the UN Security Council, then
we must do two vital things:
Firstly, guarantee not to let our defence budget fall below the 2 % NATO “entry level” for
basic club membership – which we are set to do within the next two years;
And secondly, we must work much more closely with our European neighbours, and be
candid with our public that this is both a necessary and desirable thing to do – and that
we have no alternative.
I am sure that all of you will wish us well in this endeavour – but we have a mountain
to climb.
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European Union Maritime Security Strategy (EUMSS)
Patrick Herbrard
Vice Admiral (ret.), co-director of „Wise Pens“ Intl. Ltd.
Historically, the sea has been an ungoverned space, unlike the all land and the air above
it, which has long been subject to state sovereignty and regulation. The concept of security itself has also expanded to include, not just the state, but also the citizen and the
environment. Development of international trade, financial transfers and foreign direct
investment increasingly connect the world‘s economy using different types of transportation through the seas, airspace, space and cyberspace, which are also considered as
Global Commons. Therefore any threat against the Global Commons by state or non-state actors may affect the global economy and, by the way, European prosperity.
About 90 % of Europe’s trade with the rest of the world and 41 % of its internal trade are
seaborne. The first and the fourth largest merchant fleets in the world are European, from
Greece and Germany. The three leading liner companies are European. With more than
400 million sea passengers a year travelling through European ports, passenger ships
and ferry services are an essential element in the life of all EU citizens, not only those
living in the numerous European islands. The EU’s maritime regions account for
some 40 % of its GDP and population. The growing vulnerability of coastal areas and
the increasingly crowded coastal waters, the key role of the oceans in the climate system and the continuous deterioration of the marine environment, both from illegal and
legal exploitation, all call for a more determined focus on our oceans and seas. Fishing
is also an important activity in the EU, and, in order to preserve halieutic resources for
the future, strict regulations have been implemented in EU waters and protected zones
have been created. The growing field of energy from the sea, which involves major EU
companies, seabed and biotechnology resources will also need protection. Summing up,
the EU must also take into account the fact that maritime resources will contribute more
and more to the future economy.
The vast sea areas around the EU, as well as the more remote zones around t h e i r
overseas territories, or where Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) operations might be conducted, are potentially a common field of action for a number of EU
players.
The EU has had an overarching externally focused Security Strategy in place since 2003
and the Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP) was created in 2007, so why has it taken till
June 2014 to agree an EU Maritime Security Strategy?
One reason is that the EUMSS, like the ESS, is not a Strategy in the classical sense,
because it does not relate means directly to political ends. Nor does it ascribe priorities to challenges, risks and threats, nor identify obstacles or antagonists in examining possible response options. Some crucial elements of a conventional strategy
are therefore missing. Even if they were intended as such, neither the EMSS nor the ESS
can be considered a strategy in the strict sense, because in the EU the decision to employ military or constabulary force, and control it once the decision has been taken,
belongs not to the EU per se but to the MS. The EU does not possess a commonly
owned command structure, except ad hoc ones created for overseas operations on
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a case-by-case basis, although it does have two sources of strategic military advice,
namely the EU Military Committee (EUMC) and the EU Military Staff (EUMS).
In strategic terms this implies also that in order to avoid any perceived linkage
between single states’ interests and EU response (apart from simple defence), any
action taken must be internationally concerted. Otherwise there would be no political
credibility, essential UN support would be lost, and any short-term material gain would,
in the longer term, be undermined by the lack of international support.
The EUMSS is definitely not a grand European project with huge funding implications,
but the list of tasks potentially covered by a maritime security regime is long and has
required careful negotiation, not just between governments, but also within the various
Directorates General in the Commission and its agencies, such as FRONTEX for border
control and immigration and EMSA for ship safety and pollution. No two Member States
organise their internal national maritime security in the same way and so the relevant
responsibilities differ markedly between departments, agencies and uniformed services
along the same stretch of European coastline. The IMP was largely internally focused
and successfully melded many civil compliance and law enforcement aspects of policy,
but did not include navies which are outside the Commission’s competence. The EU
Navies are governed by the Council’s intergovernmental European Security and Defence
Policy which deliberately steered clear of collective defence and defining constabulary
responsibilities. Its focus was, like NATO’s concept of “out of area”, expeditionary looking beyond Europe’s home waters, including most notably the recent counter piracy
operations off the Horn of Africa.
To have reconciled the political sensitivities and internal turf battles is no mean achievement for the Member States’ capitals and the Brussels Council and Commission communities, the credit for which lies with DG MARE’s patient coordinating work in the
Commission and sustained political pressure from the long series of six month rotating
EU Council Presidencies during not less than five years.
So how well does the new EUMSS meet this challenge?
First, the EUMSS builds on strategic documents that have already been agreed such as
the European Security Strategy, the complementary Internal Security Strategy and the
Integrated Maritime Policy. The EUMSS also invokes respect for international law and
full compliance with UNCLOS. Instead of attempting to unify or standardise disparate organisations and structures, it calls for unity of purpose and enhanced cooperation
“achieved in a cross sectoral, comprehensive, coherent and cost-efficient way, in conformity with existing treaties, national and EU legislation and international law”, not to
threaten existing organisations.
Second, although Member States may prioritise the maritime threats and challenges in
their regions differently, they have all now recognised the need to confront and overcome them through collective action. Collectively here does not necessarily mean at 28,
as there are already effective regional groupings, for example in the Baltic, where cross
border, cross sector cooperation is well established, including with non-EU countries.
These should be built on.
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Third, the EUMSS is not prescriptive, but enabling in its intent, emphasising the functions that need to be carried out, but without specifying too closely how and by whom.
It invokes the military principles of delegation through mission command, “supported,
supporting relationships” and a functional approach that ensures the appropriate capabilities are deployed at the right time and in the right place, rather than detailing command
relationships and producing models designating “who should do what”.
Fourth, the EUMSS is global in its perspective, “taking particular regard of each the
European sea basins” including the outermost regions. Shipping, like the internet-based
information and financial systems on which it now depends, is a highly integrated global
activity. Transnational corporations and globally competitive markets have had an integrating effect on trade making the European strands of global supply chains increasingly
had to separate. The EU as one of the world’s largest economies is thus fundamentally
committed to the stability of the global trading economy and the increased governance
and protection it is now seen to require.
Fifth, and probably most important in the long term, is the EUMSS’s attempt to harness
together military and civil ambitions and their supporting capabilities. If the concept of
maritime security is sufficiently commonly understood then not only will current operations become more effective, but in the future established “dual use” technology and
“pooling and sharing” initiatives may offer considerable scope to increase overall effectiveness significantly. These two EU initiatives, although regularly hyped at summits, do
not yet have a consistent record of success, but with the EUMSS’s clarity of purpose, its
broad political support and the increasingly urgent necessity of responding to popular
concern about piracy, illegal immigration, fishing and the environment there is greater
potential of seeing them work and produce greater effect at the operational level.
The EUMSS may have been greeted as the successful end of a long development process, but it now stands at the beginning of an even more complex implementation process. The Commission DGs and the current Council Presidency, Italy, are committed to
its implementation taking an EUMSS Action Plan to the ministerial level General Affairs
and External Relations Council (GAERC) in December.
What should we expect to see in the Action Plan?
The document gives some indications. The EUMSS lists five main areas of implementation to strengthen the EU response: external action, maritime awareness, surveillance
and information sharing, capability development, risk management, protection of critical
infrastructure and crisis response and research, innovation, education and training.
– for external action by working towards a coordinated approach on maritime security
issues in international fora and with third countries, by reinforcing the preparation of
the EU and MSs for future maritime contingencies, by improving information-sharing with international partners, by supporting, when needed, third countries to improve their maritime security capacity;
– for maritime awareness by strengthening the cross-border and civil-military cooperation;
– for capability development by developing dual-use and multipurpose capabilities
and pooling and sharing initiatives;
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– for risk management by establishing a shared security risk management, by sharing
the best practices and ensuring coherence of legislation and measures;
– for research, innovation, education and training, by establishing a civil-military
technology roadmap for maritime security research including public-private partnerships, by establishing common training standards and a common maritime training calendar bringing together the maritime security-related training courses.
The enabling framework of the EUMSS does insist on balancing naval and coastguard
functions, to exploit the higher end, longer range capabilities of navies and ensure they
complement what many of the coastguards already provide but not yet in a very integrated way. The influential but informal European Coastguard Functions Forum now
needs to, matched with an official Coastguard Function secretariat in the Commission, to
complement the security role of the EU Military Staff.
More difficult will be establishing the civilian led governance model for EU maritime
security that leverages military capabilities more effectively without infringing either sovereignty or their primary defence roles. The supporting/supported concept offers a good
approach without prejudice to the respective competences. The framework for enabling
all these stakeholders will have also to facilitate a more “civ/mil” approach to research,
technology, development and procurement, and minimising budgetary competition.
The European Defence Agency is carrying on undaunted with the promotion of Pooling
and Sharing. According to the EUMSS, “The objective is to develop necessary sustainable, interoperable and cost-effective capabilities.” This is, of course, related to security.
But should we not extend this objective to the Navies? With decreasing Defence budget
in Europe, shall we continue with 25 types of frigate while the US Navy has only 3? Shall
we maintain 13 different types of guns for naval artillery with their own non-interoperable ammunitions? Shall we continue with 9 types of submarines, built in 8 different dockyards? Should it be possible one day to have a European fleet of tankers or a European
Command for MPA? Are we going to continue on the same way or are we getting round
a table and discuss possible solutions?
Conclusion
Activities at sea will increase in the foreseeable future. As a global common, oceans are
and will continue to be the bedrock of the politico-economic system. The freedom and
stability of the global commons are among the most important public goods. But this
very freedom is at risk and the use of the maritime domain is increasingly contested. In a
globalized world, connectedness is key to providing stability and prosperity. Facing the
challenges, Europe has no choice but to seek the best management of our global commons by leading the way to a global ocean surveillance and security. The EUMSS is a
first step in the right direction. It is now the responsibility of the MSs to make it possible.
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Implementation of the Maritime Security Strategy
Christian Luther
Rear Admiral,
Director Operations, German Navy Headquaters
It is an honour and distinct pleasure for me to be your guest here at the 20th international
conference EuroDefense today. I appreciate the opportunity to share some thoughts on
the Implementation of the Maritime Security Strategy with this distinguished audience.
And I intend not to keep this a one way conversation throughout but I am actually looking forward to an interesting discussion with you.
Political and strategic Context
To start out with, it might be worth to take a very brief look at the overall political and
strategic context from a German perspective.
You may all be aware that the global financial crisis has had a significant impact on
the defense budgets in the western world. As a result of those budgetary restraints the
armed forces of our partner nations are currently in a process of major reorientation.
Navies across Europe are reducing the numbers of their ships, submarines, helicopters
or aircraft, some navies even choose to or have to abandon certain capabilities entirely.
In this context also the Bundeswehr – and as part of it the German Navy – is currently
undergoing a very challenging process of reorientation.
The reduction in numbers requires a significant reorganization of our command and control structures as well as a realignment of our entire military capabilities.
As far as the Navy is concerned I am quite happy with the very good progress that we
have made with most of the organizational changes. The most visible probably being the
establishment of our new German Navy Headquarters in Rostock two years ago.
However, in view of the budgetary restraints the more demanding task is to evolve the
maritime capabilities of our armed forces to be prepared to face the dynamic and uncertainty of future challenges to our security.
Future Challenges to our security
Today’s globalized world is more interconnected and interdependent than ever before.
Our economies are interlinked globally and production of goods is becoming more efficient by global “just in time logistics”. But with growing complexity all of these systems
are also becoming more vulnerable.
The nonrestricted global flow of resources, goods, people and ideas requires undisturbed
and secure sea lines of communication. In that respect all our national security is directly
linked to the security in the maritime domain. And we have to understand the maritime
domain as a global common: One of those universal public domains, which no one person or state may own or control and which is central to life.
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You are all aware that the maritime domain in its entirety is very diverse. It ranges from
the high seas through economic exclusion zones, coastal waters, all the way into national
territorial waters, all with different legal frameworks, involving a huge variety of stakeholders having different interests, responsibilities and competences.
We realize that the spectrum of insecurities and threats is extremely diverse in nature.
Failing or failed states, regional disputes growing into crises and conflicts with resulting
instabilities as well as international terrorism, organized crime, piracy and proliferation
have an impact on maritime security and consequently on global trade and the world
wide economy.
Therefore, most, if not all future crisis and conflicts will in some way have a maritime
aspect, with the focus shifting from the high seas to the littorals with its choke points,
ports and critical infrastructure such as pipelines, oil and natural gas platforms as well as
trans-oceanic telecommunications cables.
We also realize that the security environment is increasingly dynamic – that unexpected
events can develop into crisis quickly and spread to an entire region, leaving little time
to react appropriately.
This, ladies and gentlemen, briefly outlines the key challenges to our security that we see
developing and that we need to be prepared to face the future.
Considering our geographical position in the heart of central Europe, our far-reaching
integration in the European Union in political, judicial, cultural and economic aspects
and our membership in NATO, the underlying principles of German security policy are
straight forward:
•

We will always act collectively with our partners in NATO, the EU and in close
dialogue with regional actors as part of the international community.
•

We will always use all available instruments of foreign- and security policy – of
which the military is only one of many means.

Undoubtedly that requires an extensive situational awareness that is commonly shared.
And it requires a high degree of interoperability, not only between multi-national military forces but also with non-military actors. It requires the will to cooperate – on the
basis of a well-developed mutual trust between all partners and confidence in their respective capabilities.
In the best of all worlds – if comprehensive action is taken early and decisive – military
force might not be necessary at all. However, on the other end of intensity, military forces
may be the only means left to put an end to violence and to pave the way back to peace
and stability, once a crisis has spiraled into a conflict.
Consequently we will continue to require maritime forces that ensure a broad spectrum
of capabilities in order to provide our political leaders with flexible and scalable military
options for managing any emerging crisis.
In other words, we will still be required to be capable of operating at all levels of intensity in all three dimensions of the maritime domain.
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This is the core assumption that we have to keep in mind when thinking about evolving
our maritime capabilities for the future.
Why do I have to emphasize that fact? Does it not seem to be common-sense?
Well, it is! However, for the past decade the focus of the general public in Germany with
regard to military operations has clearly been on land operations – heavily dominated by
our engagement in Afghanistan.
In contrast, our maritime commitments are not as visible in the public and consequently
not perceived with the same awareness.
Maritime operational reality
Yet, for more than 20 years the German Navy has been engaged in a wide spectrum of
operational deployments ranging from logistical support, confidence building and partnership to disaster relief, maritime surveillance, arms embargo, counter terrorism, counter piracy and maritime capacity building.
One could say that the maritime operational reality already reflects the contents of EU´s
Maritime Security Strategy. In that case, I could finish my lecture here with the words:
Mission or Implementation Completed!
But, the EU´s Maritime Security Strategy definitely covers a broader spectrum of aspects
that need to be considered. The keyword is: comprehensive approach. It might therefore
be worth it to examine some of those aspects by taking a look into the real world.
European Union - ATALANTA
The EU`s approach to fighting piracy at the Horn of Africa is probably the most prominent recent example of successful multinational cooperation and coordination in the
maritime domain. Since the beginning of Operation ATALANTA in December 2008, the
number of piracy incidents has dramatically declined nearly down to Zero due to these
coordinated international efforts.
Therefore, the first maritime operation of the European Union is commonly perceived as
a pure anti-piracy mission.
But: first mission priority of ATALANTA is the protection of World Food Programme
goods. Vessels delivering desperately needed food to the people of SOMALIA in order
to overcome the famine are to be secured.
Second priority is the safety of general maritime traffic and the prevention of piracy acts.
This includes the detention of pirates and their transfer to prosecuting authorities.
Although the “anti-piracy factor” is in the focus of public’s attention, it should be highlighted that anti-piracy is only one “side”-aspect of the entire operation.
But not only has the international military presence significantly improved the maritime
security in the region.
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While all these engagements show that maritime forces provide a significant contribution
to maritime security it also becomes clear that maritime force can only be one instrument
in the “tool box”.
The EU`s comprehensive approach to fighting piracy off the coast of Somalia includes
two other Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) missions, the EU military
Training Mission (EUTM) for Somalia and EUCAP Nestor.
In April 2010, the European Union launched the non-executive military training mission
in Somalia (EUTM Somalia) in order to contribute to strengthening the Transitional
Federal Government (TFG) and the institutions of Somalia.
The training of the Somali National Armed Forces is focused on commander up to battalion and company level, in addition to specialist training in the areas of military police,
civilian-military cooperation, intelligence, company commander and combat engineering. Modules on international humanitarian law and human rights, and the protection of
civilians are also delivered
In July 2012, the European Union has launched EUCAP Nestor, a civilian, non-executive
mission which assists host countries in developing a self-sustainable capacity for continued enhancement of the maritime security in the region, including counter-piracy and
maritime governance. The mission is mandated to work across the Horn of Africa and
Western Indian Ocean regions.
One of its key objectives is to strengthen the “maritime criminal justice system”, from
the investigation of serious maritime crime to the arrest and detention of suspects, investigation and prosecution.
While the EU´s training mission is based on land and EU NAVFOR ATALANTA is based
at sea, EUCAP Nestor is in the middle of these two missions and is located onshore. So,
the root cause of the maritime issue “Piracy” is engaged by the EU with a broad spectrum
of civil, juridical, diplomatic and military means and activities.
This is clearly a prime example for this understanding of a comprehensive approach in
the “EU Strategic Framework for the Horn of Africa” – in the framework of CSDP.
In this context I would also like to reflect on another of the core principles depicted in
the EU`s Maritime Security Strategy: Maritime Multilateralism. I quote “cooperation
with all relevant international partners, in particular the United Nations and NATO, and
coordination with existing international and regional fora in the maritime domain are
essential.”
It should therefore be worth it to take a look into other activities concerning security in
the maritime domain.
NATO
NATO’s OPERATION ACTIVE ENDEAVOUR (OAE) was launched in 2001 in response to the terrorist attacks in Washington and New York. Under Article 5 of the North
Atlantic Treaty this operation was originally aimed as a counter terrorist operation in the
Mediterranean.
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Although in public perception OAE appears to be an almost forgotten operation, it has
actually been quite successful and has undergone some very significant developments.
While the mandate of this operation is limited to deterring and detecting terrorist related
activities, OAE has had a visible effect on – not only maritime - security and stability in
the entire Mediterranean region.
The spin offs from OAE have been significant, both in political and diplomatic terms but
also in terms of technical achievements when it comes to Maritime Situational Awareness. OAE is being developed towards a more network based operation and a debate is
ongoing in NATO whether to continue with OAE under Article 5 or to transform it into
a permanent Maritime Security Operation.
Honestly, there is a lot of room for improvement – also in light of the EU`s Maritime
Security Strategy – to further deepen the cooperation and coordination between the EU
and NATO. Notably the efforts in establishing a recognized maritime picture could more
commonly be developed. Maritime situational awareness can only arise on a basis of a
clear maritime picture. One needs to have a confident picture of the normality in order to
recognize the abnormal.
United Nations
Another example of our maritime engagement in the Mediterranean is Operation UNIFIL
off the Lebanese coast. This Operation is aimed at enabling and supporting the Lebanese
Government in exercising their sovereign responsibilities within their territorial waters.
And again, although not really spectacular and thus almost unnoticed in the public this
first ever UN-led maritime operation can be considered very successful as it has a significant (mainly political) impact on the security and stability in the entire region. In view
of the current situation in neighbouring Syria that stabilizing influence seems to gain
more importance.
Maritime capabilities in the full spectrum of missions
There is common agreement that the aforementioned maritime operations have been
successful in contributing to security in the maritime domain and still they are.
However, we have to realize that the operational reality in those kinds of operations primarily reflects the lower end of the true capabilities of these forces. This fact is likely to
support a perception that maritime security is reduced to law-enforcement-like activities.
But, Maritime Security should be seen and understood in a wider sense as threats do not
only arise from terrorists, pirates or other non-state actors.
There should be no attempt to question the need for navies being capable, trained and
equipped for the full spectrum of possible missions, including high intensity fighting at
sea.
Consequently together with our allies and partners we need to have an interest in retaining maritime capabilities in the entire spectrum of intensity and sustaining the readiness of our naval forces.
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Conclusion
I conclude:
While there is still a lack of awareness and true knowledge about the strategic role of the
maritime domain in our country, there is a growing interest in maritime matters within
the strategic community. The Alliance Maritime Strategy and the EU`s Maritime Security Strategy are important steps in the right direction. I am carefully optimistic that the
content of those documents will become common knowledge and will therefore, also
influence policy-making in Germany.
Collectively within the alliance and the EU we must retain the ability to conduct the full
spectrum of maritime operations. We must remain ready to fight at sea, and from the sea,
if and whenever the need arises – that includes the ability to fight in a three dimensional
environment: anti-air, above water and underwater warfare.
And finally, reflecting on Alfred Thayer Mahan who – already at the outgoing 19th century – developed the (in my words) assumption, that one need to understand the interdependencies within the maritime domain in order to get a wider strategic understanding.
We need to make every effort to foster his statement. Not alone but together with our
partners and friends.
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European Union Maritime Security Strategy
The European Union Maritime Security
Strategy (EUMSS) aims to “contribute to
security at sea and help secure the Union’s
maritime external borders; […] promote
enhanced common situational awareness […]
and enhance the role of the EU as a global
actor and security provider, taking on its
responsibilities in conflict prevention and crisis
response and management in the areas of
interest, at sea and from the sea, […]”

Source: EUMSS

EuroDefense „CSDP: Success & Challenge“ / Panel 2: Implementation of the Maritime Security Strategy
Ulf Jensen / Conventional Submarines and Maritime Security – An Industrial Perspective
Berlin, 02/12/2014
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Conventional Submarines provide Mission Advantage

•

Stealth
•

Endurance
•

Freedom of Movement
•

Flexibility

•

Payload

Submarines are critical element of a maritime strategy!
EuroDefense „CSDP: Success & Challenge“ / Panel 2: Implementation of the Maritime Security Strategy
Ulf Jensen / Conventional Submarines and Maritime Security – An Industrial Perspective
Berlin, 02/12/2014
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Maritime Situational Awareness

Pictures: European Commission ,TK Marine Systems
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German U33 with SNMG2 in the Mediterranean Sea

Picture: NATO MarCom
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Upcoming Technological Trends
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Berlin Office
Friedrichstraße 60
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phone: 0049 / 30 / 5673 740 53
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Thank You
For Your Attention!
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Glance at Submarine-Operations

•

Modern Submarines are able to conduct a varitiy of operations in
confined and shallow waters.
Support of Special-Forces-Operations.

•

Ability for longer-time submerged operations.
•

Submerged acess to protected and defended sea areas.
•
•

Weapon and effectors mainly Torpedos, Anti-Ship-Missiles and LongRange-Surface Missiles.

2
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Glance at Submarine-Operations
•

In ASW-Operations a certain assumption of a submarine will tie up
naval units.

•

Once position is known, vulnerabel and relativly slow on speed.
In shallow waters, if detected, no possible escape into the deepth.

•

Up to now, no defensive/offensive operations and effectors against airlaunched ASW.
•

•

ASW-Attacks will end up most likely in Unit-Kill rather than Mission-Kill.
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IDAS
Interactive Defence and Attack System for Submarines

Copyright IDAS Consortium

Closing a gap in submarine capabilities!
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IDAS at a glance
IDAS – Changing the paradigms of anti submarine warfare!
-

Active self defence against airborne ASW for submerged submarines

-

High precision through Human in the Loop Concept

-

Coastal and small surface targets attack capability
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IDAS-Spectrum

Self-Defence
in ASW

against Coastal Targets

against Surface
Targets

Escalation
6
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Operational Concept
IDAS – Offensive Role
Improved target set – small vessels and boats, which cannot be

engaged by submarines today due to speed and size.
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Operational Concept
IDAS – Offensive Role
Highly precise attack capability against coastal targets
and installations
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Operational Concept
IDAS – Defensive Role

9
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Operational Concept
IDAS – Defensive Role
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Way Ahead
IDAS Timeline
•

Initial Development Program (IDP):

2011 – 2015

•

Qualification – ILS – Production Preparation:

2016 – 2018

Production:

from 2018 on

•

11
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Summary
IDAS - game changer in (anti) submarine warfare!
-

Worldwide first active self defence against ASW for submerged

submarines.
-

Multi-purpose weapon – new roles for submarines.

-

Highly precise and flexible through Human in the Loop Concept.

-

Coastal Attack capability.

-

Easy to integrate into existing and new submarines.

12
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The Impact of Weather on Security and Defence
Helmut Skade
Dipl.-Met., Deputy Director
Bundeswehr Geoinformation Service
Thank you, Mr. Markus for your kind introduction!
Ladies and Gentlemen,
it is a pleasure for me to be here and to talk about a topic that is not as self evident as it
might look like. Everyone seems to be a weather expert, weather reports in the media
are priority-one-news, and everybody has been or is touched by the weather every day.
Is today’s weather good weather, is it bad weather? For me as a meteorologist – but only
in this function – good weather is when the forecast was o.k. (mostly this is the case!).
But whether it’s good or bad weather (or let’s better speak of favourable and non-favourable weather) mainly depends on your plans. For the military environment this means whether a military operation can be executed successfully or not.
But the impact of weather starts quite a long time before the weather really occurs. It
starts with geostrategic assessments. These assessments are supported by geopolitical
aspects. These include the impact of climate and climate change. What is climate? In
contrary to the weather that you can feel directly (it’s cold, warm, wet, windy etc.), the
climate cannot be felt. It is the assessment of long lasting extensive measurements and
is described by mean values and – much more of interest – the deviations and variations.
Desertification, rise of the ocean surface level, fresh water resources, the frequency of
the occurrence of hazardous weather like droughts, floods, tropical storms and also winter storms like blizzards are all factors to affect human life and give hints of potential
conflict areas in the world. Each year the Bundeswehr Geoinformation Centre holds a
geopolitical seminar, last year on “war for water?”, this year on international traffic lines,
with some maritime focus. Next year in October (20th to 22nd) the AFCEA Europe will
run the First European Geoinformation Symposium on “Urbanisation, Migration and
Disaster Relief” here in Berlin with the assistance of our Centre.
Another aspect – quite ahead of the occurrence of the weather itself – is the set-up of
requirements for weapon systems including the soldiers’ garment and equipment. It is
important to define which military operations will be supported by the system and in
which area of the world. If you intend to go to the arctic you have to be prepared for sea
ice, very cold temperatures etc. If you intend to go to lower latitudes you must be aware
that very warm ocean waters might affect the engine cooling system of your ship, high
air temperature will need much more effective air condition systems, and sand and dust
in the air (sandstorm as the extreme variant) may also have a negative impact on your
system if not protected. Ask the weathermen before you finalize your list of requirements
for a system. I have often read in planning papers for equipment that the system has to
operate “under all weather and climate conditions”. I am sure that the writer had not
really realized what he / she has written. It is mostly practically impossible!
A third aspect – quite ahead of the occurrence of weather itself – is the proper assessment
of climatological parameters on a planned large scale strategic operation. History is full
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of tragical errors that have been made, though the knowledge to take climate and weather
into account should be well known.
Already the legendary Chinese General Sun Tsu, who lived about 2,5 thousand years
ago, knew these impacts. In his book about “The Art of War” he had already stated the
following:
“You have to take into account five factors when you have to make an assessment on the
situational awareness of the battle field. These are moral right, sky, terrain, leadership
and methods of operation. … “Sky” means day and night, heat and coldness, weather
and seasons.”
Also the famous German General Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831) has written in his
book “About War” the following:
“There are certain factors … ever present in and having an impact on warfare … that
have … to be taken into consideration in the employment of the armed forces. These
factors are the geographic area (the terrain), the time of day, and the weather.”
And these recommendations are still the same as they were hundreds of years ago. I want
to mention two examples when these recommendations were neglected.
1. Napoleon’s war against Russia: The invasion into Russia was quite fast; however, this
caused logistic problems that became worse due to periods of heavy rain and thunderstorms with the follow-on problems of trafficability on muddy grounds. Napoleon
started the retreat from Moscow on 18 October 1812 – much too late for the Russian
continental climate as the winter began on 6 November 1812. The disastrous crossing
of the Beresina River on 28 November 1812 is well known. And at the beginning of
December the temperature fell down to -35°C causing many fatalities again.
2. 130 years later – and this is the second example – these lessons were not learnt
when the German invasion to Russia was planned. The German meteorologists had
observed an increased tendency of so-called blocking high pressure situations over
northern Europe since 1939. On 23 September 1941 the Chief Meteorologist gave
therefore the following advice to the Air Force Staff under Göring: “The winter
1941/1942 in Russia will be very strong. For strong Russian winters we do not have
any comparable criterion. A strong winter – compared with Germany – is no criterion
for Russia. The start of the winter is already expected for the first third of November
1941.” Hearing this advice it is said that Göring shouted. “The Führer has ordered
that the war will continue! In Russia it will not be colder than -15°C!” This -15°C
obviously came from a Navy attaché who had copied this mean temperature from
a climatological table ignoring the extremes. As we know, the forecast of the Chief
meteorologist was right, and it also shows that it is fatal when a commander wants to
give orders to the weather.
If we come close to a real operation and down to at least tactical missions, now the
weather itself is playing a significant role. It is said that the result of most wars have
been triggered essentially by weather conditions and their assessment. There are many
examples in history, though I can present you only a limited selection:
– Well known is the fate of the Spanish Armada caused by heavy storms in summer
and autumn of 1588. This summer unfortunately has been said to have been the most
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inclement one of the previous 500 years. Following climatological investigations,
about 1560 a so-called minor ice age started with increasing arctic ice resulting in
an increasing temperature gradient between the arctic and lower latitudes. This again
resulted in a higher dynamic of the atmosphere. The Armada left Lisbon on 20 May
1588. Shortly after that the first storm hit the fleet with several casualties and the need
to repair the ships in La Coruna. The next disaster occurred in the English Channel on
7 August 1588. This time there was almost no wind, and under this condition sailing
ships are in-manoeuvrable. This disadvantage for the Spanish fleet was taken as an
advantage by the British Admiral Lord Howard as he let drift so-called “branders”
towards the Spanish ships setting fire to some of them. When the Armada recognized
the superiority of the British fleet they tried to retreat northbound around the British
Isles. However, heavy storms on 9 August, 2 and 21 September destroyed almost the
entire fleet with 72 bigger ships and at least 10,000 soldiers.
– Let’s come to modern times: The 14 November 1854 may be recognized as the beginning of modern meteorology. Why that? This was the time of the Crimean War, and
on this day the French warship “Henry IV” sank in the Black Sea together with 38
merchant ships and 400 sailors. The reason was a heavy storm. This event caused an
investigation in France, and the Director of the French Astronomical Observatory, Le
Verrier, was tasked by the French Minister of War to investigate the reasons for this
disaster and whether it would have been possible to have the fleet warned. Le Verrier
then collected all the weather observations from the European countries from that period of time. He could show that a low pressure system intensified while moving from
west to east and that at the cold front of this system extremely heavy wind speeds
occurred that resulted in the sunken ships. If these weather observations had been
available the fleet could have been warned. Technically this would have been already
possible as the telegraph was already invented. Lesson learnt from this event and its
investigation was the establishment of a weather reporting network in France already
in 1856. This resulted in the second operational national Weather Service in the world
(first one was in Austria a little bit earlier). By the way: In Germany the first maritime
weather service was founded in Hamburg in 1868 (12 years later) as a private initiative of ship owners, merchant ship captains and navigation teachers. Though there
was also a Royal Prussian Meteorological Institute in Berlin, this institute was only
dealing with climatology. It is said that Chancellor Bismarck did not allow them to
try to make forecasts because a Prussian civil servant does not make any mistake.
– The timing of the landing of the Allies in the Normandy in 1944 was completely
depending on the respective weather forecast. This was a challenging task! The optimum conditions for the contributing troops of the Allies were as different as the
troops itself were: Primarily there should be a low tide in the morning with calm
conditions for the landing troops. The parachutists wanted to have a full moon, clear sky, no fog in the morning and limited wind speeds. For the bomber wings the
cloud cover should be less than 60 % with a cloud base higher than 3,000 ft and the
home airfields should be accessible when coming back. The Army liked to have a
dry ground, which excluded rain the days before. For the Navy the onshore wind
should be very weak with weak surf and swell. And the forecast should have covered four days before D-Day, D-Day itself and the following three days, in toto
eight days. This indeed is even nowadays in times of high performance computers
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and weather satellites with that wished precision nearly impossible. Nevertheless,
the advantage for the allied meteorologists was that they could rely on observations from two ocean weather ships and weather reconnaissance flights – and on
German weather observations due to the cracked ENIGMA classification code.
During the beginning of June 1944 the weather was unusually unsettled with a
lot of cyclonic activity which is not a good prerequisite for the conditions I have
mentioned before. Thus on Saturday, 3 June 1944 in the evening, after an intense assessment of all weather information the allied meteorologists recommended
to shift the invasion from the earlier planned 5 June to the 6 June 1944. It was
expected that after the passing of a cold front the weather would improve a little bit – which indeed happened though the conditions were still quite marginal.
The German meteorologists – though cut from the western weather observations –
made the same estimation of the weather situation. However, the decision makers
believed that under the general not very favourable conditions an invasion would not
be likely. An error!
– When NATO took over the ISAF Mission in Afghanistan, this was a challenge for all
contribution nations – and also for us as meteorologists. We were faced by a country with
desert areas and occurring sand storms on one side and very high mountainous areas on
the other side. Underestimation of sandstorms and missing training under such conditions had e.g. contributed to a disaster earlier in 1979, when the US operation EAGLE
CLAW failed. This operation was set up to evacuate US hostages in Teheran in Iran.
At the beginning of ISAF there was no weather observing network nor any weather
service infrastructure. To make weather forecasts and even to make observations was
devil’s work in the mind of the Taliban. Thus the Allies had to set up weather observing
stations for the surface and the upper air. However, the established network was never
as dense as we have it in Europe. Sure, we have access to weather satellites, but these
satellites do not show us e.g. the elevation of the cloud bases. And at the beginning the
weather forecaster were not familiar with the specific types of weather. This indeed
changed with time, and we have now many forecasters who have been on site and
gained a lot of experience. And this is necessary as the following example will show:
In 2004 the first presidential election took place in Afghanistan. Even the remotest
region was given the chance to take part in this election, as it was for a small village
at the foot hills of the Pamir Mountain Range. This is at the most eastern part of
northeastern AFG looking like a panhandle on the maps. It is only accessible via a
small valley and the village is at an altitude of 3,300 m. Due to weather the village
was cut off from the rest of the world for days – and with the inhabitants also UN
observers (some of them ill, one seriously) and the ballot boxes. At first the request
to evacuate the observers and the boxes was rejected by US forecasters in Bagram
due to weather suggesting a delay of 24 hours. However, our meteorologist at HQ
Kabul did a more detailed look on the weather conditions and estimated a 70 % chance for a successful mission. Based on this assessment the commander agreed to do
it. Together with the very experienced helicopter air crew the meteorologist made
a forecast for a window of opportunity of a few hours with minimized cloud cover, estimated the visibility and snow cover conditions and gave a rough impression
about the valley itself. The mission indeed was at the elevation limits of the CH-53
helicopters, as the air pressure at this altitude is only two third of that one at MSL.
Then in early morning of the 19 October 2004 two CH-53 helicopters took-off (and
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an additional C-160 Transall aircraft for communication relay). When the helicopters
reached their destination in the valley there was pretty sunshine and an acceptable
snow cover at the landing site. But when they took off one could already see the next
clouds approaching. The mission was a success, and the life of the ill persons could
be saved. What you may see from this example is, that often a situation is marginal.
It is then up to an experienced forecaster to try to seek a window of opportunity in a
dialogue with the decision maker.
– All these examples show that – before we start a mission in a foreign area of the world - we have to make the commanders and the soldiers familiar with the climate and
weather conditions of this new area. This is also the same for maritime regions. Within our service we offer a tool with a lot of information about the meteorological and
oceanographic climate and extreme conditions of that area, and also we add coastal
and harbour information. This is also done for quite a long time for the Arabian Sea
off the coast of Somalia where we have the ATALANTA mission and Operation OPEN
SHIELD. Meanwhile – I think so – it is well known that during the SW-monsoon in
summer when the Indian subcontinent is heated there are very strong winds that create wave heights of 6 to 8 m as mean values. This is not very comfortable on a ship and
also prevents pirates from attacks. Additionally these winds shift the water to the NE
causing upwelling of colder waters at the Somalian coast. This colder water stabilizes
the atmosphere and an area of higher pressure develops. However, on the Somalian
land the sun is heating the ground and a heat depression occurs. The resulting effect
of this air pressure constellation is a so-called low level jet at an altitude of about
1,500 m with likely serious turbulence. Air crews must pay attention!
I have tried to give you some examples about the influence of climate and weather on
the planning, the strategic, the operational and the tactical level. Though we have much
more knowledge about the weather than decades before, we are still facing nature with
its uncertainties. Technologies of weapon systems have also developed from very robust
systems to very sensitive systems, and the dependencies on weather effects have not
decreased. These weapon systems are now equipped with very capable and sophisticated
sensors. And very often their performance is very much depending on the influence of
weather. Weather forecasts will therefore not only cover the flying of an aircraft itself
or the navigation of a ship, but will also include the estimation of the weather induced
performance of the sensors and to assess the best window of opportunity for the specific
system.
Finally – the old Chinese Sun Tsu’s statement will be valid also in the future: “Know …
the terrain and the weather and the victory will be complete.”
Thank you very much for your attention. If you have any questions, I will try to answer
them. Otherwise enjoy your dinner.
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Closing Remarks: 20 Years EuroDefense
Dr. Dieter Ose
Vice President EuroDefense (Deutschland)
Our program pointet out “Final Remarks” by Dr. Dieter Ose, Vice President EuroDefense (Deutschland) at 17.45 hrs. Now it`s 17.45 hrs, that means I have to close this section
and to thank you all – that’s it …
But it´s not so simple, not so easy, let me explain …
Esteemed presidents and vice-presidents, dear members of EuroDefense, revered friends
and guests,
EuroDefense Germany has had and still has, for a few more hours, the honor to host and
conduct the twentieth International Conference of EuroDefense here in Berlin. As you
all know, we have, EuroDefense has, agreed to champion the cause of contributing to the
fostering and refinement of the Common Security and Defense Policy of the European
Union. To reflect and discuss, to contribute and to propose ... all of that all of us do voluntarily and on a honorary basis; and we’ve done that for some twenty years by now.
Thus, we also celebrate an anniversary. Coming together for this 20th Int’l Conference
also means that our association has been in existence for twenty years. This alone is a
good reason to be proud of ourselves, to cherish the work we’ve accomplished, to be
pleased with our success.
And not to forget: EuroDefense started out in 1994 with two nations, France, who had
the idea, and Germany, who joined in right away for the foundation. In the meantime
EuroDefense comprises fourteen member states; in other words, half of the number of
countries that are full members of the EU in 2014 have joined EuroDefense and are actively participating in it. This should be considered a success and reflects the fact that our
work must have been meaningful and valuable to the Union.
Consequently and justifiably, we gave our conference the title “Success and Challenge”.
Success in the sense that in those past 20 years we have deliberated and provided counsel
to relevant parties in accordance with our goal to contribute to the CSDP. In more than
20 working groups and during numerous meetings and conferences we discussed topical
and relevant issues. We submitted our insights and findings to the authorities in the EU,
but also to agencies and institutions of respective member states … and for the most part
we’ve received convincingly grateful and appreciative feedback.
In the first part of our current meeting we turned to the challenges and dedicated yesterday afternoon, logically consistent, to the established working groups and their work in
times ahead. Today, after the briefing at the Ministry of Defense, we tackled especially
questions regarding “Ground Based Air Defense” and “Maritime Security Strategy”. Our
deliberations here in Berlin attempted to combine insights from the past with relevant
resolutions of today, in order to generate valuable recommendations for the future.
Although a few questions might have been left unanswered, we hope we could meet the
expectations that we all have raised for this conference. Quite naturally, neither EuroDefense nor any other organization for that matter, has a crystal ball and can predict what
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the future brings. Yet, we all did our best in the past twenty years and should approach
the challenges of the future, in awareness of our success, with conviction and confidence.
This even more so as the public as well as the politicians in our nations, most regretfully,
not always pay proper attention to issues of security and defense.
Ladies and gentlemen, once again I would like to thank all of you, also on behalf of
Vice Admiral (ret) Lutz Feldt, most cordially for your participation, your contributions,
and the sympathetic ear you always lend to the challenges, issues, and questions we are
dealing with in EuroDefense.
Twenty years success is – as we all may presume – an excellent basis for the future, for
the challenges we will encounter in the next 20 years.
At good last, after much theory and analyses, … well, we are not quite done yet … I believe it is about time to turn to some well-deserved enjoyment.
It is my pleasure to invite you all, after a long and hopefully interesting and valuable day
of work, to join me for our dinner reception. Please follow me upstairs and enjoy the
meal and have an amusing and pleasurable evening!
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